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### Academic Honor Awards
The audience is requested to stand during the Academic Procession, the Invocation, the singing of the National Anthem and The Red and Blue, and the Benediction, and to remain in place until the Academic Procession has left the Auditorium.

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
INTRODUCTION OF THE COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
The Provost

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
W. WILSON GOODE
Mayor of Philadelphia

BUGLER’S DREAM (OLYMPIC FANFARE) ... Leo Arnaud
Valley Forge Band

PRESENTATION OF THE FIFTY-YEAR CLASS
The President

CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
The President
Candidates are presented by the Associate Provost and Deans

CLOSING REMARKS
The President

THE RED AND BLUE
(By William J. Goeckel, ’96 and Harry E. Westervelt, ’98)
Come all ye loyal classmen now, in
hall and campus through,
Lift up your hearts and voices for the
royal Red and Blue.
Fair Harvard has her crimson, old Yale
her colors too,
But for dear Pennsylvania we wear
the Red and Blue.
Hurrah! Hurrah! Pennsylvania! Hur-
rah for the Red and the Blue;
Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!
Hurrah for the Red and the Blue.

BENEDICTION
The Chaplain

RECESSIONAL

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
The commencement ceremony of 1784, of which the exercises today mark the bicentennial, was held by the University of Pennsylvania in the ebullient atmosphere of peace enjoyed by an awakening nation. The Treaty of Paris, secured eight months earlier, had officially ended the long and divisive War of the Revolution.

The exercises of two centuries ago took place in the then steeple-topped College building, walled in a confined courtyard on Fourth Street. The participants marched from the first floor "apparatus chamber" to the great hall on the upper floor in an academic procession which the University has revived in 1984 in, however, the *al fresco* beauty of a large, open, tree-shaded campus west of the Schuylkill River.

The earlier rite treated commencement guests to a series of student orations which reflected the aspirations but relative insecurity of a fledgling republic. "May we not see," one baccalaureate candidate asked, "our rivers as superior to the babbling brooks of the old continent . . . when neither the Roman Tiber, nor the British Thames, shall surpass the gentle Schuylkill or the majestic Delaware?" General Washington, himself a recent honorary alumnus of the University, was compared to the Roman Cincinnatus by another senior, who naturally concluded that "our citizen's character is, unquestionably, the greatest."

The student degree recipients—eight Bachelors of Arts, three Masters of Arts, eight Bachelors of Medicine—were all men, but, perhaps as a foreshadowing of the struggle for coeducation in the following century, one of the senior orations was "directed against the talent and right of women to take any share in civil government," while another provided a refutation "in favor of the abilities and right of the fair sex to govern."

The highlight of the 1784 commencement was the conferment of an honorary Doctor of Laws degree upon Charles Thomson, former faculty member, Secretary to the Continental Congress (the office he held during the entire existence of that governing body of the young nation) and the man who, as designer of the Great Seal of the United States, made the American eagle the national symbol. Perhaps Thomson, in accepting his honors, compared the soaring bird to the aspirations of the country and to those of a proud and rising university.

Fifty years later the University of Pennsylvania occupied distinguished twin buildings in Ninth Street, one the home of the Department of Arts, the other of the Department of Medicine. The growth of the institution had made it necessary to move public ceremonies to a more commodious venue so the two commencements of 1834 took place in the Musical Fund Hall on Locust Street. The College, then slumbering through a low period in its development, presented at its exercises in July but fourteen Bachelors of Arts (and those all Philadelphians except for one New Yorker) in addition to twenty A.M. and two honorary A.M. candidates. The more vigorous Medical division graduated at its separate ceremony in March a total of 145 seniors, drawn from nearly every state in the union: an additional nine joined the collegiate program in July.

By 1884, Pennsylvania, under the leadership of the dynamic provost, Dr. William Pepper, was an internationally recognized university. Students from Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Cuba, Mexico, and Wales were among the 101 medical graduates, with Brazil, Chile and Nicaragua providing aspiring dentists, at the May commencement held at the Academy of Music.

At a second ceremony held a month later, also at the Academy, students graduated from the College and Law School, from the incipient Wharton and Towne Schools and from the ranks of the Auxiliary Faculty of Medicine. Four women were in that academic procession, all recipients of College certificates in music. The candidates for Bachelor of Finance included Edward Potts Cheyney, future historian of the institution, and Shiro Shiba, who became, with the publication of his major work, *Strange Encounters with Elegant Females*, a distinguished
literary figure in his native Japan. Three professional men received the LL.D. degree, and the program featured the presentation of two faculty portraits.

Yet another half century of progress saw, in 1934, a much wider distribution of honors. The then-customary mid-year convocation, held in Irvine Auditorium, involved 350 candidates for degrees, while 1600 men and women graduated at the principal commencement, in June, in Convention Hall. Now represented were not only the College, the Wharton, Towne, Law, Medical and Dental Schools, but the Schools of Architecture and Education and the Graduate School of Medicine.

Certificates were awarded by the Evening School of Accounts and Finance to graduates who had studied on the main campus and at the Extension Schools in Harrisburg, Reading, Wilkes-Barre and Scranton. Senior women, enrolled in either the College for Women or in the School of Education, now formed a prominent commencement contingent, and noticeable among the Master of Arts candidates were ten habit-clad women religious while another took a Ph.D. degree. Public attention, at that event of fifty years ago, centered on Associate Justice of the Supreme Court Harlan Fiske Stone, one of nine honorary degree recipients.

Academic dress stems from the clerical robes of the Middle Ages, when the hood was worn raised for protection in drafty halls. The American code of academic dress was developed in 1895 by an intercollegiate commission and has been modified over the years, most recently in 1960.

The bachelor's gown is relatively simple and has long sleeves. Master's gowns were formerly distinguished by long, dangling sleeves with a slit at the elbow through which the arm emerged; an opening may now be made at the wrist, and both versions are in general use. The doctoral gown is a more elaborate costume marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck as well as by three velvet bars on the bell-shaped sleeves. The mortarboard cap has been standard in the United States though soft caps are coming into use; doctors may wear a gold tassel, but all others wear black. Some institutions have in recent years authorized doctors' gowns in colors other than the customary black; holders of the Pennsylvania Ph.D. degree may now wear red and blue gowns.

The hood is lined with silk in the colors of the institution which granted the highest degree held by the wearer, and the color of the bordering velvet indicates the field of study to which the degree pertains. Pennsylvania graduates wear a hood lined in red with a blue chevron. Degrees will be conferred today in: Arts, white; Science, golden yellow; Business Administration, mustard; Education, light blue; Fine Arts, brown; Philosophy, dark blue; Medicine, green; Law, purple; Dental Medicine, lilac; Veterinary Medicine, gray; Social Work, citron.
Degrees in Course

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Joel Conarroe, Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences

BACHELOR OF ARTS

August 12, 1983

Louise Anne Aber
Neil Andrew Actor
Patricia A. Akhtar
Jonathan Ira Auerbach
Leila Balsam
Della Barr
Aviva Bassri
Nancy Passmore Beachem
James Henry Bean
Lisa Marie Bithell
Brooks Alan Terence Bitterman
Wendy Robin Blankman
Cecelia Folger Blewer
Cheryl Lynne Bookhart
Frederick Lucas Bowden, Jr.
Dimitri Joe Boylan
Roger V. Cardinal
Ronald David Celmer
Francesca Emily Chapman
Evan Daniel Cohen
David C. Cohn
Elizabeth Barbara Cooper
Kevin Coyne
Robbin Lucca Carmer
Marie Creasey
Patrick Timothy Davish
Melanie S. DeMatto
Andrew Warren Dorfman
Jacquelin Ann Doyle
Robert Andrew Dunn
Ann Lily Edwards
Eli Daniel Eliott
Helen Catherine Fowler
Susan Fowler
Richard Jordan Gabor
Dawn La-Rayne Gaines
Douglas Howell George
Joseph Gessner, II
Marcia Janel Glenn
Ronald P. Gold
Steven Russell Goldstein

Ellen Goodman
Julie Ann Griffin
Mark James Griffith
Charles Constantine Gumus
Eric Wilson Hager
Richard Eli Hahn
Amanda Haines
William J. Harrington
Gina Marie Hayden Graham
Sylvia Fernandez Hernandez
Simona Julietta Hill
Victoria Ruth Hill
Mark Robert Holmquist
Steven Hoitsberg
Ann Elizabeth Homeier
William Franklin Horn
Lucian Parke Hughes
Robert Nelson Hughes
Katherine A. Isgrig
Elmira Jackson
Diane Jeanne Johnson
Diana Megan Jordan
Mohammed Matin Khalid
Sandra Hyoun-Mae Kim
Joseph A. Kohanski
Jack Couloborn Kohler
Henry William Koster, III
Daniel Jacob Kramarsky
John Charles Larkin
Martha Barbara Lerski
Sharon Gail Levy
Devra Caryn Linker
Edward Lubin
Cheryl Ann Macri
Jeffrey Bruce Magill
John Terrence Maher
Michele Louise Marcoux
Eric Michael McGinty
Justin Kellogg Miller
LaVerne Miller

January 22, 1983

Brenton David Mann
Suzanne MacLehose Marsden
Eugene Edward Marx
Earl Reeds Mayers
Mary Elizabeth McNeer
Brian Michael Minford
Diane Michelle Mize
Roderick Stedman Montil
Andrew John Mottershead
Mary Beth Neary
Devra Caryn Linker
Edward Lubin
Cheryl Ann Macri
Jeffrey Bruce Magill
John Terrence Maher
Michele Louise Marcoux
Eric Michael McGinty
Justin Kellogg Miller
LaVerne Miller

Add: Corin Edward Ripley

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Ann Berridge  
Robert Lynn Binder  
Kenneth David Birnbaum  
Regina Bohnsack  
Mindy Miriam Brown  
John King Burns  
Scott A. Cassel  
Gordon Yin Wei Chang  
Lisa S. Cherno  
Riva Renee Chester  
Paul D. Chrystie  
Emma L. Clark  
Mary Henry Clemons  
David Lee Cohan  
Robert Randolph Coope  
Herbert Kurtz Cooper, Jr.  
Anna-Marie Monica DaCosta  
Dennis Robert D'Angio  
John Marshall Dantzler  
Denise Hollingsworth Dawson  
Jeffrey Maynard Deitch  
Mark Allen DeMuro  
Michael Parke Drake  
Frances Michel Dubroff  
John Michael Dunphy  
Mary Helen Eberhardt  
Ann Elisabeth Eitzen  
Andrew Wilson Evans  
Camille Bernadette Evans  
Nathan Robert Every  
Joanne Mariae Fay  
Daniel L. Feder  
Deborah Ruth Feingold  
Emily L. Feldman  
Carol Rose Fineman  
Jonah Joel Freedman  
Sari Knecht Friedman  
Marilyn Lisa Friedrich  
Kevin Robert Gallagher  
Richard Israel Gelb  
Alan Stuart Gellman  
Anthony Giannakoulas  
Terry Bruce Glanz  
Mark R. Goldstein  
Eric Andrew Gray  
Melissa Jay Greenwald  
Patrick Thomas Hackett  
Edward Joseph Hagan  
Richard Ira Halpern  
Gregory J. Hausdorff  
Catherine Marie Hechler  
Michelle Susan Herman  
Dawn Helene Hines  
Talia Mae Horowitz  
Carol Jane Howe  
Thomas Charles Huber  
David Michael Hymer  
John Joseph Inserro  
Levi Isaac Kahane  
Ronald E. Kaminker  
Maureen Judith Kane  
Helene M. Kaplan  
Michael David Kener  
Daniel George Kenney  
Nancy Anita Kesler  
Cynthia Lee Keteter  
John S. Kim  
Wendie Nan Klapper  
Helen Martinez Lang  
Margorie J. Lawler  
Karmi S. Leiman  
Alan Leonard  
James S. Lin  
Barbara A. Lowenstein  
Morad Syed Madani  
Karen Anne Mahler  
Dean Harrington Martin  
May 21, 1984  

Elizabeth Abbe  
Judith N. Abel  
Trudi Johanna Abel  
Karen Saida Aboody  
Denise Maria Abrahams  
Amy Beth Abramowitz  
William Roger Abramowitz  
Pablo Jose Acebal  
Jane Ellen Ackerman  
Lisa Beth Ackerman  
Michael J. Acquaro  
John Quincy Adams, III  
Joseph Ambrose Adams  
Matthew Douglas Adams  
Jeffrey Donald Adcock  
Kenneth Jay Adelman  
Rebecca Naomi Adelman  
James Simon Adelsheim  
Deborah Lynne Adleman  
John H. Ahtes, III  
Robert Edward Akins, Jr.  
Alan Akiyama  
Vairavan Alagappan  
Steven Michael Alford  
Amy Rose Alfred  
Robert Joseph Alig  
Mark George Allen  
A. Edward Allinson, III  
Nora Maria Alter  
Karen Altmann  
Gary Steven Alweiss  
June Amanpour  
Christopher Edward Andrews  
Rebecca Tamar Anderson  
Evelyn Adrienne Andrews  
John Scholfield Andrews  
Camille Marie Antinori  
Melanie Aoki  
Laurie E. Appel  
Richard Jay Applebaum  
Ann Louise Aptaker  
James Phillip Argyris  

Note:  
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
BACHELOR OF ARTS—Continued

Christopher Anthony Courtney Barnes
Andrew Marvin Barrett
Christopher James Barrett
Christine Erna Bartman
James Peter Basilion
Margaret Michelle Bason
Karim Michael Basta
James Forster Bastian
Brian Stuart Becker
Chanan Beizer
Bozena M. Bejnar Slawow
Steven Belfer
Natalia Marie Belfiore
Jonathan David Bell
Louis Michael Bell
Gregory William Benning
Nancy B. Berenson
Glen Warren Berger
David Martin Berkun
David Lawrence Berliner
Jay Berman
Michael John Bernard III
David Jonathan Bernstein
Gail Susan Bernstein
Juan Enrique Berriz
Suzanne Berstler
Joan Bayla Bester
Yvette Emerson Bigelow
Gale Corless Blackmer
Diane Elizabeth Blanc
Frances Rose Maria Blase
Amy Sue Blatte
Marc Baron Blaustein
Richard Jonas Blaustein
Elizabeth A. Bloch
Hannah Joan Bloch
Leonard Mark Bloch
Brian Bloch
Robert Jay Bloch
Lori Ellen Bloom
Michael David Bloom
John David Blumberg
Paul Joseph Boben
Lauren Elyse Bogen
Steven Bogen
Lisa Anne Boiani
Julya Theresa Bonacum
Mary Elizabeth Booye
Jeffrey N. Bortniker
Joann C. Bove
David Nathaniel Boxenhorn
Brian Owen Boyle
Eric L. Brachfeld
Beverly Anne Brady
Steven Eisen Bram
Leslie Ruth Branden
Joel K. Braver
Jill Iris Braverman
Lynn Briedenbach
Jodi Beth Brenner
Christine Campbell Brentani
Rachel Bril
Lauren Redding Brinster
Jaime Briseño
Eric Irving Brodsky
Jeffrey F. Bronchick
Janice Eleanor Brooks
Susan Brous
David Alan Brousseau
Allan Stuart Brown
Andrew Patrick Brown
Jeanne Ellen Brown
Sharon Gail Brown
Stuart Michael Brown
Michael P. Brzozowski
Josepha Bueno
Wolodymyr Iwan Bula
Hilda Eunice Burgos
Michael Burlein
Stephen Michael Burns
Marie Louise Bysterna
Norman Christopher Butler
Janice Rose Butler
Judith Lynn Butler
Lawrence Butler
Vaughn Patterson Cahill
Virginia Rose Callahan
Richard Thomas Cambron
Tracy Anne Campbell
Peter Searle Canellos
Dana Lynn Carlisle
Sarah Jane Carlson
Crista Anne Carmody
Brian Thomas Carney
Karen Lyn Cartotto
María del Carmen Casal
Lisa Marie Casale
Christopher Jude Cascino
Kevin Darryl Cassel
Jodi Greer Cassileth
Ricardo Antonio Castro
Anthony Catalano
Matthew Edward Cavanaugh
Daniel Alan Cebra
Andrew Cercone
Michael N. Cha
Kenneth P. Chan
Cynthia C. Chang
Kuo-Shu Edward Chang
James Charles Chapman
Alan Jay Charkey
Lisa Ann Chasan
Andrew David Cherniack
Susie Muhee Cho
Aristo Chompré
Robert How Chu
Marino D. Chutuape
Carlo Ciotoli
Michelle Ciurea
Kathryn L. Clark
Lisa Hope Clayman
Elizabeth Clem
Roger Leonard Clinton
Ann H. Cohen
Laurie Ellen Cohen
Margot Nina Cohen
Mark Stanley Cohen
Michelle Lea Cohen
Robert Andrew Cohen
Rochelle Jean Cohen
Steven Mark Cohen
Stuart Joshua Cohen
Todd Stuart Cohen
Donna Marie Cole
Margaret L. Cole
Anthony C. Colletti
Amanda Louise Collins
Margaret Anne Collins
David Everett Colton
Thomas Patrick Comerford
Kevin Patrick Conlon
William Francis Conners
Kathryn McCabe Connor
David Michael Cooper
Linda Ann Corde
Xiomara Corral
Gary Jay Correnti
Sara Sellers Coughlin
Marjorie Gail Coven
Lawrence Lee Creswell
Carol Jean Crews
Nancy Madeline Crockett
Eduardo Alberto Cukier
Thomas A. Culmo
Terry Lu Cummings
Silvia Lorena Cunto
Marcia Louise Cushing
Claudette Francesca Cyr
Elizabeth Ann Daley
Kenneth Alan Daley
Sharon A. Daly
Judith Damore
Stephanie A. J. Dangel
John H. Dao
Georgia Davids
Glenn Jay Davidson
Nancy Brooke Davidson
Jeffrey Allan Davis
John Glenn Davis
Bhaskar Deb
Elizabeth Rose deBeer
Courtney Deines
Daniel N. DeLuca
Roland Flourny deMarcellus
Douglas Hayes Deutschman
Mark Diamond
Amy Ruth Dienstag
Sabina Diehr
Elise Dievler
Catherine Mary D'ignazio
Jose M. Diaz
Mark Timothy Dobrowolski
Jane Dobson
Hillary Margaret Doerr
David L. Donabedian
Carolyn Grace Donohue
Leslie Dorman
David Dormont
Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
BACHELOR OF ARTS—Continued

Daniel James Fischberg
Caren Sue Fish
Janet Louise Fisher
Denise Florence Fitzpatrick
J. Alison Fleming
Lisa A. Flick
Todd Jeffrey Florin
Brian James Flynn

Alicia Diane Fogt
Judy Fong
Gail Ann Foorman
Claudia Valarie Forte
Kirk Alan Foster
David Andrew Fox
Judith Louise Fraivillig
Adam Jeffrey Frank
Andrew G. Frank
Harold William Frank
John Jeffrey Freda
Elizabeth Anne Frederick
Carol J. Freeman
Jean Fridorich
Barry Ira Friedman
Beth Ann Friedman
David Jay Friedman
Jeanette Adelle Friedman
Lori Ellen Friedman
Walter Andrew Friedman
Debra Ann Friss

Aimee Leigh Eichen
Cecelia Maria Eichmiller
Sandra Joann Edwards

Lawrence Francis Glatz
Maryellen Glick
Faith Eileen Glickman
Gail Marsha Glotzer
Sarah Jane Goebel
Cynthia Anne Goldberg
David M. Goldberg
Jeffrey Evan Goldberg
Laura B. Goldberg
Howard Irwin Goldblatt
John Arnold Goldenberg
Lauren Sue Goldenberg

Debra Michele Golding
David Mark Goldman
Michael Steven Goldman
Andrew Charles Goldring
Richard Lee Goldstein
James Russell Goodfield
Jodi Eve Gordon
Robert Joseph Gordon
Tanya Gould
Sheryl Lisa Graf
Lisa Graham
William Aloysius Graham
Colleen M. Granahan
David Anthony Grassetti
Charles Wolfe Graubert
Macy M. Green

Rachel Elizabeth Green
Robert Alan Green
Hilary Joy Greenberg
Michael Eric Greenberg
Stephen Mitchel Greene

Dawn Elizabeth Greiner

David Grant Grimmer

Laurie Ellen Grobman
Stephanie Laura Grogin
Michael Aaron Gross
Richard Franklin Grossman
Cecelia A. Grover
Stephen Bernard Gruber
Karen Ammorette Gumbs

Queen Edward Gunther

Charles Guterman

Mary Leteeta Guzman

Christian Haasen
Howard Mark Hack

Monica Mavourneen Haggerty
Cynthia Penfield Hall
Karl Martin Hall
Don Jeffrey Halpern
Eric Peter Hamell
Eric Hamilton
Mary Thorndike Hamlen

Michael Jerome Handler

Karen Brenna Hanse

Holly June Hanes
John Bachman Hardcastle, Jr.
Joshua Michael Hare
Jeffrey Eugene Harris
Karen Louise Harris
Katherine Margaret Harris

*Posthumously

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Richard Alan Levy
Craig Anderson Lewis
David J. Lewittes
Marc Lyle Lichtenberg
Daniel Ira Lieberman
Whitman Elisa Lilley
Christopher Lin
David Tsochung Lin

Richard Alan Levy
Craig Anderson Lewis
David I. Lewittes
Marc Lyle Lichtenberg
Daniel Ira Lieberman
Whitman Elisa Lilley
Christopher Lin
David Tsochung Lin

Leonard Bruce Linsker
Suzanne Beth Lipka
Fran Elise Lipman
Lori Gwen Lipsky
Stacey Hope Lissit
William J. Lista

Benjamin Field Liston

Nina Liu
Peter Lo
Mary Clair Lomax
James Edward Long, Jr.
Genevieve Jenkins Look
Michael Adam Lord
Scott James Lorimer
Elan Daniel Louis
Suzanne Marie Love
Jonathan Scott Lowman
Wendy Jeanne Lowman
Celeste Maria Lukrich
Frank Ian Luntz
Elizabeth Susan Lustrin
John Stephen Lynch
Terence Adrian Lytle
Carolyn Lee Mackie
George Andrew Macones
Joshua S. Madden
John Charles Magee
Mari Lee Mages
Leena Keshub Mahindra
Michael Donald Mahoney
Janet Lynn Maisel
Andrea Gail Mattlin
Alien Stuart Maizes
Christine Michelle Maloni
Rebecca Carlson Madison Pageau
Amy Jill Maneker
Robert Scott Mangel
Tami Lynne Mannheim
Gregory Peter Manning
Edward Deering Mansfield
Andrew Seth Margolis
Thomas Ira Margolis
Craig Margulas
Alan Lee Marks

Daniel Redenick Marks

Eric James Marsh
John St. Clair Marshall
Christine Frances Martin
Maria Martinez

Stephen Joseph Martino
Deborah Jane Marton
Mary Theresa Martucci
Donna Lisa Marykwas
Kimberly A. Mason
Maria Ellen McAdoo
Paul J. Mather
Lesley R. Matheson
Lisa K. Matzer
Robert MacFarland Maxwell
Howard Bernard Mayer
Merryl Lee Mayer
David Bernard McArdle
Christopher Lloyd McClellan
Jeffrey Rene McCurdy

Patrick J. McDermott
Bruce William McDougal
James Patrick McGill
James Owen McGovern, Jr.
Gregory Dunn McGriff
John L. McNerney
Laura Jean McIntosh
Rona M. McKenzie
Cathleen Ellen McLaughlin
Christine McMahon
Lydia Tamar McNell
Tamar Maria Meekins
Richard Farrell Meики
Carol Ann Melone
Lisa Cindi Melser
Robert Francis Mennella
Richard Charles Mesch
Sharon Marie Messics
Carol Anne Meyer
Sim Doris Michaels
Carol Linda Michaelson
Sophia J. Michalidis
Kalman Dean Migler,
Amy Lynn Mikuta
Gail Holly Miles
Alan S. Miller
Alison Leigh Miller
David Jeremy Miller
Gregg Stuart Miller
Rosanne Miller
Susan Miller
Thomas Joseph Miller
Craig Douglas Mills
Kenneth M. Mischel
Paul S. Mischel
Mehdad Moasser

John Clark Morley

Linda Christie Molesworth
Charles Vincent Monnoe
John Joseph Monsees
Charlotte R. Mooney
David Paul Moore
Kay Deborah Moore
Eric Howard Morgenstern
J. Kenneth Moritz
Elizabeth Anne Moy
Vincent Thomas Moy
Neil Woolner Mozer
Janusz Roman Mrzez
Elke Virginia Müller
Margarita Christina Muniz
Wendy Allison Murk

Charles Van Buren Murphy
Kevin L. Murphy
William David Murphy
Henry Edward Murray, Jr.
Matthew James Murray

Vandana Saran Matur

Lori Ann Musto
Philip Alexander Nassau
Roberta Sue Neidle
Benjamin Reath Neilson, Jr.
Joshua Dayalan Nelson
Ellen Sue Nemirow
Jeffrey Michael Nicastro
Laurie Nicholas
Susan Carol Nicholson
Richard Alan Neisenbaum
Ira Raquel Nieto
Alan Joseph Nixon
Mitchell Scott Nobler
Charles W. Nolan

Lesie Inette Noordergraaf
Maria T. Nordone
Julia Ann Norton
Karim Joan Norton
John Morrah Norwood
Thomas Edwin Nott V
Brian David Nowak
Elana Aileen Nudel
Robert Bruce Nussbaum
Jennifer Elaine Nye
Julie Ann Obeid
Sharon Suzanne Ober
Leslie Anne Ochoch
Charles Augustus O'Hay
Harvey Oken
Elizabeth Okun

John R. Olczak

Michael Jonathan Olden
Anam A. Olejnik

Scott Anthony Olson
Teresa Lynn O'Neal
David Ralph Onsager
Caryn Lisa Opgengart
Diane L. Orenberg
Carlos Emilio Orihuela
George Stephen Oroszlan
Hayg Hagop Oshagan
Mark Anton Ottesen
Margaret Mary Ovington
Diana Alison Palmer
Nicole Elaine Paulin
Bruce Paone
Thomas Dennis Paul

Michael Stephen Peachey
Tracey Ethel Pearl
Ronald Martin Pearlstein
Linda R. Peck
Eugene Edward Pelszynski
Frances Peña
Laura Ann Peracchio
Caryn Sue Perelman
Peta Perimenis
George Perkins
Susan Jo Perlmuter
Jeffrey S. Perlstein
Kim Elizabeth Perry
Phillips Smith Peter, Jr.

Nicole Marie Peters
Gary James Petracarro
Karen J. Pevar

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
BACHELOR OF ARTS—Continued

Richard George Phillips
Theodore Joseph Piccone
Lisa Ann Piechocinski
Mary Jude Pigsley
Alan Bruce Pike
Lisa Catherine Pilosi
Richard George Phillips
Theodore Joseph Piccone
Lisa Ann Piechocinski
Mary Jude Pigsley
Alan Bruce Pike
Lisa Catherine Pilosi
Ann L. Pinak
Khalil Karim Pirani
Bradley Scott Platt
Shari Lynn Platt
Richard Craig Pliskin
David Allen Pluchinsky
Peter Michael Pober
Kenneth Todd Podell
Robert Stephen Podolsky
Greg Pogarsky
David Andrew Joseph Pohly
Ira Bernard Polikoff
Robert Bruce Pollack
Jeffrey Lawrence Pollock
Rosanne Marie Pollock
Lisa Angela Pols
Janet Lynn Popolsky
Joshua Port
Andrew Maurice Porterfield
Nancy Kay Porwick
James Robert Post
Jerome R. Potokin
Sonja Barbara Potrebic
Ann Martin Powers
John Harwood Powers, III
Noah D. Powlen
William Ronald Prebold, Jr.
Jan Deborah Presberg
Jeffrey Alan Press
Fern Pruett
Jeffrey Drake Pratt
Rachel Clinton Putnam
Andrew James Quigley
Vivian Esther Raab
Alcy Lynn Raboy
Tara Lynn Rachinsky
Aaron Seth Rachlin
Donna Louise Ragland
Alfredo Forrest Ramirez
Raghu Rangachar
Sandra Leigh Rehmann
Jeffrey Dale Rednor
Melissa Beth Reichstein
Carlton Frederick Reid
Thomas Vincent Reilly
Roger Andrew Reina
David Aaron Reiss
Louis M. Renzi
M. Renzi
Elizabeth Dominick Rich
Lauren Michelle Rich
Thomas Martin Rich
Laura Sue Richlin
Roseann Pennings Rife
Robert S. Rimmer
David Wolfe Rips
Stephen Samuel Ritchey
Albert Walter Ritter
Bruce Clendenin Robertson
Susan Lee Robinov
Kenneth Orr Robison, II
Carmen Maria Rodriguez
Ruth Ann Rogaski
Melvin Reiden
Scott Richard Rollick
Bruce Lawrence Rollman
Suzanne Dolores Romanow
Marsilol Romero
Alan Owl Rossa
Jonathan Franklin Root
Felice Beth Rosan
Pasquale Joseph Rosato
David Pliskin
Geoffrey Andrew Rose
Stuart Lee Glauberg Rosenberg
Robert Keith Rosen
Scott Ira Rosen
Amy S. Rosenberg
Elizabeth Rosenberg
Ronney Lynne Rosenberg
Lyn R. Rosenbleeth
Deborah Helene Rosenblum
Michael Rosenfeld
Nancy Jill Rosenfeld
Richard Andrew Rosengarten
Kenneth Harris Rosenthal
Samuel Jay Rosenthal
James Philip Rosenzweig
Jan B. Rosner
Heather Christina Lee Ross
Jodi Sue Ross
Robert C. Rossi
Alfred John Rossi, Jr.
Leslie Karen Roth
Lisa Robin Rothenberg
Jonathan David Rotker
Lillian Sarah Rozin
Carole Ann Rubenstein
Kara Beth Rubenstein
Robert Neal Rubinovitz
Christopher Lee Rudd
Lauren Susan Rudich
M. Jonathan Rudolph
Christopher Laws Ryan
Cynthia L. Ryan
Larry Marshall Salab
Lori Anne Sabin
Vivien Jill Sabin
Robert Saffer
Mitchell Forrest Salaway
Joseph V. Saleh
Albert Jonathan Salke
Paul Anthony Salmon
Stacy Pamela Salob
Linda Ann Saltzberg
Ana R. Sanchez-Colberg
Leticia Lilia Sanchez
Judith Strouse Sandler
Lisa Carol Sandler
Richard Alan Sandman
Richard Newell Sanford
Vincent Edward Santilli
Daniel Adam Sarch
Kathleen Mary Sardegna
Teresa Alexander Saris
Carol S. Sarnella
Philip John Sasso
Lauri Yoshiko Sato
Sherry Jane Sage
Lisa Dawn Savarick
Janette Marie Scandura
Jeanne Marie Scandura
Terry Jay Scarborough
Bonnie Maclay Schaefer
David B. Scharf
Terri Elaine Schiffer
Jennifer Ann Schnall
Marian Karen Schneider
Mark Scott Schneider
Beth Myla Schniebolk
Natalie E. Schoen
Brent Susan Scholto
Hope Schariber
Rhonda Dawn Schreiber
David Schoen
Mary Marie Schubert
Cathryn Anne Schwan
Catherine A. Schwan
Brian M. Schwartz
Judith L. Schwartz
Stephanie Ilona Schwartz
Steven Alan Schwartz
Todd J. Schwartz
Peter N. Schwartzman
Howard H. Schuber
Sybil Sarena Scott
Martin P. Scudder
Sondra Lynn Segall
Eileen Marie Segreti
Pamela S. Seidenman
Ian David Seideman
David Elliot Selig
Marilyn Selby
Susan Paula Seligman
Susan Linda Senator
Barrie Sesnovich
Adam Reid Sexton
Jacalyn Hope Shafer
Aliza Shallowitz
David Lee Shapiro
Judy Saraya Shapiro
Richard Lawrence Shapiro
Robert L. Shapiro
James Keith Shaw
James Brian Shepherd
Howard Edward Sherman
Lisa A. Sherman
Ora Ellen Sherman
Val Scott Sherman
Mark Gerard Shielis
John Douglas Shinnick, Jr.
Cheryl A. Shipman
Adrienne M. Shishko
Linda Joan Shore
Andrea P. Shotkin
Barbara Ann Shotwell
David Henry Shusman

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
BACHELOR OF ARTS—Continued

Ricardo Siaca
Carin J. Siegel
Katherine Sieh
Kenneth Adam Silverman
Jeffrey Scott Silver

Audrey Richman Silverman
Jane Ellen Silverman
Rhonda Norma Silverman
Matthew David Silverstein

Wendy Susan Simonds
Owen Philip Sinclair
Tejinder P. Singh
Christopher Kumar Sinha
Nikolai Jonathan Sklaroff

Jonina Malca Skoff
Beth Slikas
Edward Alan Slosberg
Deborah Lynne Smead
Julia Victoria Smith
Kimberly Ann Snyder
Lisa Rose Sockett

Jodi Lynn Sokol
Donna Anne Sollecito
Wayne Robert Sorgel
Michael Thomas Spaventa
Robert W. Speel

Steven Hersh Spergel
Jayne Ellen Spitz
Steven Lee Spivak
Sarah Stuart Spurdle
Michelle E. Squire

Linda Jill Stadmayer
James Vincent Stagnitta
Yvette Regina Starer
Debra Alane Starmore

Francine G. Stathopoulos
Karen Stein
Mitchell Evan Stein
Abby Lauren Steinberg
Laura Sharon Steinberg
Sidney Ryan Steinberg
Carolyn Louise Steinbrink
David Evan Steiner
Stacey A. Stephens
Cynthia Gail Sterling
Judith Stern

Warren Francis Stewart
Jeffrey Elliot Stirling
Joseph Alexander Stiskal
Audrey Gayle Stolzenberg

Matthew Hilton Stone
Weir B. Strange
Linda Eileen Strauss
Edward Jonathan Strong
Alison Tracy Stuart
Philip Adam Stull

Petra Anne Sturges

Gregory Mark Sutliff
Dianne Theresa Sutter
Nancy Kay Sweitzer
George Swettlitz
David C. Swiney
Raymond Wang Sze

Nili Katz Szold
Alan David Tabachnick

Viorica Tabacu

Emiko Cecilia Takahashi
David Kok-Heng Tan

Viorica Tabacu

Nancy Ellen Tapper
Nancy Ellen Tarman
Scott Jeffrey Tarte
Robert Tateossian
Adam Gaston Tattelbaum
Arthur John Taylor

Penelope Margaret Taylor
Rebecca Eve Teitz

Steven J. Tempest
David C. Teplitzky

Beth A. M. Terman

Patrick E. Thebade

Robin J. Thompson
Amie Diane Thornton
William Andrew Threadgill
James Kendall Thurston
John Clifford Tidlow
Kevin Edward Patrick Tighe
Edward Michael Timmins
Fran Susan Tolins
Gregory Edward Torella
Paul Philippe Toumayan
Lianne Michele Towbes

Helen Tran

Scott Spencer Trevisan
George Victor Treyz
Irene Elizabeth Trimble
Carolyn R. Trist
Robert Carmen Troisi
Kathryn Lynn Tronsberg
Robin Leslie Troy

Tina Y. Tsui

Hiroyuki Tsuji
Mary Lynn Turner
David Lawrence Ulin
Michael Alan Ungerleider
Nancy Dorothy Urban

David Sham Goffe

Wayne Allan Ury
Anna Lee Utech
Michael Utkus
Margot Nicole van Dam

Jeffrey A. van den Noord

Jeffrey A. VanDreal
John Henry Van Duzer
John Patrick Vasturita
Steven Van Warmeren
Mark Stephen Vavala

Les Garib Vecht

Jennifer Ruth Viguers
Michael Stephen Viland

David Christopher Vitalis

Harriet Joyce Wachs
Melissa S. Waksman
Barry Adam Waldman
Bryan Douglas Wales
Albert John Wallash
Christopher J. Walsh

Jason Wang
Rivka D. Wasserman

Suzanne Watson

Christopher M. Waychoff
Golda Chaya Weber

Sue H. Weibel

Robert Fred Weil
William Joachim Weiland
Barbara A. Weiler
Brian Gordon Weinberg
Carolyn Judith Weinberg
Amy J. Weinblatt
Roslyne Deborah Weiner
Sheryll Ann Weingarten

Samuel Weintraub

Wendy Mann Weinstein
Jill Alison Weinstock
Jill Paula Weisenfeld
David S. Weiss
James Matthew Weiss
Adrienne Susan Weitzner
Steven Barrett Wendel

David G. Wender

Deborah Ellen Werbel
Alan Daniel Wexelblat
Jeffrey Stuart Wexler
Emily Anne White
Joseph Charles White
Karen Mechele White
Marc Stuart Whitman

Rodney William Whitmore
Calissa Erin Wichman
Albert Christopher Wieber
Gay Delia Wifher
Andrea Susan Wiley
Kimberly Williams

Hugh David Williams
Michael J. Willner
Catherine Louise Howell Wilson
Rebecca Louise Innes Wilson
Francine Ellen Wincott

David Samuel Wine

Stacey Rae Winston

John Jonson Winterberg

Amy Joy Wissoker
Abraham Witonsky
Rona Marla Wittels
Alan Andrew Wolan

Henry James Wolberger

Joanne Wolf
Tobias Arthur Wolf
Kenneth Howard Wolfe
Lawrence Ira Wolk
Victor John Wol斯基

Lloyd David Wolwer

Sallyanne K. Wood
Karen Beth Woodrow
Joshua Charles Wortzel
Wendie Alison Wulff
Stephen Paul Wurzburg
Tamar Leah Wyschkogrod
Nien Lin Xie
Timothy Cheng-Sin Yao
Wendy Charter Yarbro

Barbara Jean Yoder

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor of Arts—Continued</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Rose Yawitz</td>
<td>David Zalesne</td>
<td>Fredric Jay Zimmerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Susan Yedwab</td>
<td>Kenneth Mathew Zangwill</td>
<td>Robert Miles Zimmerman, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Lynn Yeisley</td>
<td>Margo-Gail Zdravkovic</td>
<td>Brian David Zinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Sara Yesley</td>
<td>Marc L. Zekowski</td>
<td>Emily A. Zitser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed Yimam</td>
<td>Betty Jane Zellers</td>
<td>Steven Ellis Zuckerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Maynard Yoder</td>
<td>Michael Robert Zenn</td>
<td>Joel Zweig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanne Leslie Young</td>
<td>Stephanie Karen Zernik</td>
<td>Joseph Anthony Zygmunt, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimon Avish</td>
<td>Barbara Hope Goldman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Allen Benbow</td>
<td>Marian Humphrey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradford Douglas Bryen</td>
<td>Juliette Sonya Liebermann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Lee Coleman</td>
<td>Robert Pace Numerof</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline P. Floyd</td>
<td>Jeanne M. Packer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory W. Garman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Y. Byrd</td>
<td>Tirivanhu Patsanza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Meehan</td>
<td>Lisa Merideth Rubin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mezgbnesh Abayu</td>
<td>Deirdre J. Lewis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis MacDonald Carson</td>
<td>June S. Li</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence E. Fairley, Jr.</td>
<td>Nancy Cady Llach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander E. Gabbianni</td>
<td>Susan Ann Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan E. Grieco</td>
<td>Elizabeth A. Marshall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven M. Gross</td>
<td>Sarah Headly Maxwell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lora Ann Hemphill</td>
<td>Lisa Neff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Joseph Jeannings</td>
<td>Joy E. Power</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barney Jonathan Kenet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 21, 1984</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Francis Roberts</td>
<td>Chelli V. Robinson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheri Robinson</td>
<td>Raymond D. Quintanilla</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radha Pram Singh</td>
<td>Marc J. Sokol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Sussman</td>
<td>Andrew Martin Trattner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colman A. Vamos</td>
<td>Cheryl H. Willner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

August 12, 1983

William Eves
Saral Ellen Meyers
Sherl Joseph Winter

Christopher Mark Zmijewski

May 21, 1984

Elizabeth Ann Knoblauch

ASSOCIATE IN ARTS

May 21, 1984

Denise A. Hess, R.N.
Mary Ann Puentenueva

Frances A. Rozinski

Elizabeth Sarafian Terjanian
Shirley R. Shils

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Joseph Bordogna. Dean

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE

August 12. 1983
Paul Emerson Bierly. III

December 22. 1983

Andrew Orkin Smith

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(BIOENGINEERING)

December 22. 1983

Eli Saul Zinner

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(Chemical Engineering)

August 12. 1983

Davor Peter Sutija

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING—Continued

December 22, 1983

Gerard C. Gartner
Richard Grisan
John J. Hardy

Mark George Allen
John James Armstrong
Shirley Sue-Yee Au
Lisa Mary Barkowski
Russell Leon Benamy
Eric Russell Bober
Linda Bohnsack
Kuo-Shu Edward Chang
Taek-Soo Chang
Eric Franklin Chesmar
Ashok Sevugan Chetty
Michael Charles D’Antonio
Richard Thomas Elender
Daniel Charles Anthony Fabiano
Robert Raymond Gaiser
Michele Ann Gaudino
David Mark Glover
Sherif Rauf Gobran
Clark Robert Griffith
Eric Nels Hallberg

May 21, 1984

Mark George Allen
John James Armstrong
Shirley Sue-Yee Au
Lisa Mary Barkowski
Russell Leon Benamy
Eric Russell Bober
Linda Bohnsack
Kuo-Shu Edward Chang
Taek-Soo Chang
Eric Franklin Chesmar
Ashok Sevugan Chetty
Michael Charles D’Antonio
Richard Thomas Elender
Daniel Charles Anthony Fabiano
Robert Raymond Gaiser
Michele Ann Gaudino
David Mark Glover
Sherif Rauf Gobran
Clark Robert Griffith
Eric Nels Hallberg

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(CIVIL AND URBAN ENGINEERING)

May 21, 1984

Randy L. Apfelbaum
J. Scott Breig
Mark Edmund Chagnon
Michael John Cuddy
Toby Rena Fisher

Frank Mark Grablutz
Barbara Eileen Herington
Carol Deborah Hyde
James L. Keough
Joseph Francis Kolbe, Jr.
John Edward Koury

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING)

August 12, 1983

August Leynes Amurao
Mary Elizabeth Albanese
Bernard Magen Altus
Mark Steven Bellows
W. Anthony Buckley
Richard Philip Calabrese, Jr.
Steven Holtsberg
Thao Duy Nguyen
Peter John Meggitt

Lawrence Eric Orans
Donald Robert Pickens
Nicholas Straguzzi
Jeffrey Leonard Kleiman

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING—Continued

December 22, 1983

Benjamin Louis Bell
Daniel Blumenfeld

Richard P. Bowen
Teresa Marie Chubet

Charles Thomas Griswold
Mark Vinson Jones

May 21, 1984

Eric Brett Rosenbloom
Jeffrey Mark Rosenbluth
Susan Lori Rossnick
Michael Weil Schaffer
Jon L. Schlossberg
Atgani Jennifer Schweber
Gina Felice Semigran
Gwen Carol Shields
Elba Maria Sobrino
Michael Jeffrey Sokoloff
John Frederick Summers
David Saunders Turvene

December 22, 1983

Ganhon John Leung

May 21, 1984

William King Pehlert, III
Steven Bradley Phillips
David Eugene Resnick
David Alan Reynolds
Lawrence Frank Schiralli
Ronald L. Silver
Allison Mary Smith
Stephen V. Stibler

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING)

May 21, 1984

John Leonard LaRocco
Benji Maruyama
Daryl Edward Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND APPLIED MECHANICS)

August 12, 1983

Paul Jeremy Davidowitz

December 22, 1983

Christopher James DiMaria
John Francisco Houghton

Charles Gordon Amos, Jr.
Lonnie Camacho
Jeffrey J. Careaga
Po-Chen John Chen
Arthur Ching Ping Chou
Richard D. Cook
Deanna Irene Corbett
Debra Irene Dee
Lawrence Joseph Ferranto
Peter Newman Golder

May 21, 1984

Darrel Shane Hicks
Barry Jay Ingerman
James Frank Kneese, III
Vincent C. Lesch
Eric Glenn Levin
Maurice Marvi
George Howard McBlane, Jr.
Steven Nick Perna
Susan Louise Pollock
Sandar Lee Schuhart

Robert Stovall Perrot
Edward Marc Weinstein

Andreas Hans Jochen Schultze-Rhonhof
David Scott Solomon
Walter Thomas Stecklair
John Patrick Stevens
Mark Richard Sullivan
Tran Gia Phuc
Joseph W. Waiksnoris
Paul LeTourneau Wellener, IV
Robert Owen Willcox
Paul Joseph Zoccola, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING)

December 22, 1983

Alton Jay Fleming

Kathleen Mary Norton
Vincent Gregory Ostrosky

May 21, 1984

Joseph Carl Anderson
Jack Joseph Beyda
William Joseph Fallon
Auretha Leonore Fleming

Mark David Friedman
David Horing
Eric Foster Howlett
Solomon Israel
Jonathan Lipsky

Mark Kevin McGill
David McCormack O'Neill
Bruce Robert Rabe
Andrew T. Sohn
Solevig Whittle

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN BIOENGINEERING

August 12, 1983

Michael L. Gernhardt
Stephen Joseph Korn

Eric Lesieur
Alladin Hassouna Saba
Mona Amy Shenouda

December 22, 1983

Jeffrey Scott Cohen
Brian L. Guthrie

Karen Luke Hess
Catherine Merren Hunter
Susan Gail Sheps

May 21, 1984

Erik Allen Cheever
Andrew Dagfinn Dawson

Jonathan Bartoo Leonard
Joseph L. Palladino
Flaura Ann Koplin Winston

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN CHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING

August 12, 1983

Philippe Michel Binder
Lawrence Michael Candela
Jeffrey Charles Johnson

William Preston Thorpe

December 22, 1983

Perla Beatriz Balbuena
Lance R. Collins

Richard A. Demmin
Michael W. Goss

Andrew P. Ison
James A. O'Brien

May 21, 1984

Emily Chang
Karen Jean Dapson

William Herndon Lehr
Janice Antoine Lumpkin
Elizabeth Dodd Murphy

Denise Diane Persons
June Carol Wispelwey

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN CIVIL AND URBAN ENGINEERING

August 12, 1983

Mohamad Sinoh

Roger Hart Zanes, III

December 22, 1983

Mizuo Kishita

Deanna Jebamani Richards

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING—Continued

May 21, 1984

Pirooz Abir
Mark Charles Ahlheim
Mohamed Nazir Almadani
Catherine Mary Bradshaw
Peter Neil Dromley
Ronald V. Burke
Johns Harrison

Harry R. Compton
Timur Fink Galen
Jeffrey R. Gelbsinger
Gilbert Eric Johansen
Edwin Reese Kraft
Sandor Krishnamurti

Yu-Tsun Mak
Jane Ellen Maier
Craig Molinow McGahey
Gil S. Merom
David Michael Navin
Brent Nolan Senseney
Abdul Jaliwan Tahani

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

August 12, 1983

Misbah Uddin Ahmad
Richard L. Anfant
Cynthia Lee Beer
Linda Jean Brewer
Kwan Kwak Chadha
Ker-Ming Chang
Harvey L. Clawson
Joseph Collin
Phyllis Adele Corn
Scott James Foster
Francis X. Ganis

Adrian Attilio Giuliani
David Alan Hauge
David Jacobowitz
Katherine Elizabeth Kansas
Shigeru Komatsu
Maria Kwiecien
Karen E. Lipschutz
Haim Levkowitz
Theresa Liu
Cheryl Ann McNally
Eileen Meryl Newman
Josephine A. Paltin

December 22, 1983

Chung-Chu James Chang
Yuaner Cheng
Wang Kong Cheung
Juliett Beatriz Criollo
Octavio Luis Crinollo Gonzalez
Wei-Jing Hsu

Nain-Tai Hwu
James Elliott Knocks
Jonathan Korein
Amr Nazif
Oriano Radolovic

May 21, 1984

Lori B. Alperin
Bradford Taylor Brown
William Sing-Kwei Chang
William F. Dowling
Sanford David Eisenberg
Steven G. Fallow
Anthony Patrick Filomena
Marybeth Finley
Robert Albee Fisher
Joseph Dominic Frank
Stacey J. Gelman
Elaine Faith Goldbarg
Robert W. Hoch
Kevin Sun Jin
Chong-Lim Kim

Filomena

Howard Gary Kirrnan
Martin James Blahnik
Eric Paul Krook
Brandon Yale Leeds
Hsiao-Chu Li
Elaine Romeo Lusher
Stephen Adams McNeary
Bhagirath Narahari
Alfred Simo Newlin
Mitn Vlastimil Petriche
Joanne Marie Pascoe
Martha Elizabeth Pollack
Bruce James Ratkevic
Eric Mark Rintell
David Schachter
Lynne Ann Shapiro

Navin Sharma
Bie-Shan Shue
Charles Heath Shuman
Panchandam Swaminathan
Natsumi Shor Takiguchi
Tsu-Te Tan
Chun Tao
Charles Crabbe Thomas, Jr.
Joanne Marie Trauth
Raymond L. Warren, III
David Paul Wolff
Su-Hsin Wu
Tien-Ping Ying
Richard Zandi
Amy Elizabeth Zwarico

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
M A S T E R  O F  S C I E N C E  I N  E N G I N E E R I N G
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE

August 12, 1983

Steven Michael Babin
Peter Julian Hesketh
Carrie Mei-Ling Koo

December 22, 1983

Philip Yuet-Hung Chan
Mahmoud Abd-El-Rahman A. El-Sherif

May 21, 1984

Davorin Babić
David Adam Broman
M. S. Harish
Keshaba Kumar Parhi
Herman Adolfo Castro
Chi-Leung Lau
Francis Mark Reininger

M A S T E R  O F  S C I E N C E  I N  E N G I N E E R I N G
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN ENERGY ENGINEERING

December 22, 1983

S. Subbiah

M A S T E R  O F  S C I E N C E  I N  E N G I N E E R I N G
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

August 12, 1983

Howard Chen
Steven J. Bennett

December 22, 1983

Bonny Ann Eberly

May 21, 1984

Ernest Y. Nakamura

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND APPLIED MECHANICS

August 12, 1983

John Thomas Quinn

Carolyn Youse Harrell
Alex W. Heston
John Patrick Kelley

May 21, 1984

Faten Abdul Rahman Alawadhi
Dave Butchy
Daniel A. Carmel

P. Brian D'Cruz
Elizabeth Duggins Peloso

Paul Coburn Pape
Kevin Andres Reinis
Han-Ch'ing Wang
Susan Lisa Weinstein

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE WHARTON SCHOOL
Russell E. Palmer, Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS

August 12, 1983

John David Abouchar
Carlos Marcelo Agote
Ramón Marcelo Agote
August Leynes Amurao
John Adam Baumunk
Paul Emerson Bierly, III
Thomas Anthony Boggiano
Roger Vincent Cardinal
Jeffrey Michael Clay
Evan Daniel Cohen
Timothy Paul Duchene
Michael Elling

Javese Gadsden
Douglas Howell George
Richard Louis Glessmann
Ronald Paul Gold
Richard Eli Hahn
Lisa Beth Kass
Mohammed Matin Khalid
Michael Edward Matthes
Peter John Meggitt
Robert Meredith Miller
Cheryl Kyoko Nakao
Chi K. Nguyen
Robert Alan Olins

December 22, 1983

John Bradley Anderson
Carlos M. Asilis Elmúdesi
Mads M. Asprem
Mark B. Barnea
Ellen Jane Bass
Ettore M. Carino
Joseph George Eisenhauer
Camille Bernadette Evans
Olivier Sigismond Fainsilber
Joanne Mariae Fay
Alton Jay Fleming
Glenn David Fogel
James T. Gill
Joseph Thomas Goldschmidt
Mark Richard Goldstein
Sheldon Robert Granor
Alexander Michael Greenberg
Patrick Thomas Hackett

Rani Elise Haet
John Joseph Hardy
Jeffrey William Howlett
Thomas Charles Huber
Thomas Story Jenks, Jr.
Oren Anderson Johnson, Jr.
William Wescott Johnson
Robert John Jones
James Nicholas Karas
Gary William Kester
Adam Kirsch
Lowell David Kraff
Michael George Kuchs
Chin-Hock Low
Robert George Martin
Richard Thomas McCormack
Theresa Mary McLaughlin

May 21, 1984

Jon Eric Abouaf
Jason Steven Abrams
Jeffrey Charles Adler
Mark David Albert
Barbara Susan Albom
Michael John Andreana
L. Archambeau
Neal Thomas Ash
Lawrence Victor Ashe
Noah Stephen Asher
Kenneth Vijay Ataide
Kenneth Americo Attorri
Elizabeth Lynn Axelrod
Oren Bentley Azar
Marty Spencer Babitz

Linda Ann Baelis
Adam Paul Baker
Barry Alan Baker
Thomas Matthew Baker
Craig Edward Barnett
Kenneth David Baronoff
Joel Roy Barth
Steven Eliot Bashkoff
Karim Michael Basta
Michael Jack Baucus
Jill Gabrielle Bauman
Andrew Richard Beaulieu
Lawrence William Bennett

Christopher Andrew Mouravieff-Apostol
Steven Alan Nichteberger
Fredrik Tore Nilert
Kathleen Mary Norton
Vincent Gregory Ostrosky
Matthew James Paumen
Ralph Faden Reynolds
Catherine Stephanie Roberts
Jeanne Marie Rothermich
Steven Bernard Rubin
Howard Bradley Schiller
Frederick Scott Sciance
Lawrence Mark Seldin
Thomas Wayne Sloop
Andrew Orkin Smith
Radcliffe John Smith
Beatrice Carmelina Vaccaro
Carol Lynn Whipple

Note:
As final action cannot always be
taken by the time this program
goes to press, these lists of degree
and prize recipients are tentative
only. The student's transcript is the
official record of the University.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS—Continued

Robert S. Brodo
Jonathan Eric Brody
Jeffrey Martin Bronheim
Allan Stuart Brown
David Leslie Brown
Steven Edward Brown
Lucinda May Browne
Richard Henry Buenneke, Jr.
Sanford Murray Burns
Brad David Butler
Robert J. Byrne
Nicholas John Calabrese

Stephen Michael Carbone

Stephen Angelo Donnarumma
Francis George Donovan, Jr.

Lanette Donovan
Marisa D’Orazio
Jonathan Louis Dorfman
Kathleen Marie Dowling
Glen James DuMont
Leonard Gabriel Duran
James Ronald Earoff
James Lynn Ebin
Marc Howard Edelson
Ellen Susan Ehrenberg
Carol Anne Ellis
Gregory Donald Ellis
Carolyn Elizabeth Ellis
Louis Hillebrand Elwell, III
Brad Michael Epstein
Dana Mark Epstein
David F. Epstein
Stuart Joel Epstein
Lior Evan
David Evangelista
Alan Jay Factor
Angela Rita Falcone
William Joseph Fallon
Matthew Steven Farber
Kenneth William Farinsky
Steven Howard Feder
Julia Maria Fedyk
Paul Andrew Feigley
David Jonathan Fein

Larry A. Feinsmith

Robert Stephen Feit
Steven Mark Feldman

John C. Ferree
Lisa Ann Ferris
Charles Edward Fetter, Jr.
Beth Phyllis Finchler
Steven Richard Fine
Edward Gerald Finnegan, Jr.
Amy Margot Fisch
Howard Steven Fischer

Robert Joseph Fitzpatrick

Diana Couto
Deborah L. Crotts
Eduardo Alberto Cukier
Stephanie A. J. Dangel
Roy Keith Danishefski
Alan Scott Dannenbaum
Joel Mark Davidson
Wendy Teeter Denton

Paul Michael DeAngelis
Lisa Ann D’Esposito
Josephine deBeer

Douglas Lyon Diamond
Lisa Jane Diamond

Jorge Luis Diaz de Villegas
Brian Jeffrey Dicker
Ronald Gerard DiRienzi
Michael Anthony Domianico
David L. Donabedian

Stephen Scott Donovan

Francis George Donovan, Jr.

Lanette Donovan
Marisa D’Orazio
Jonathan Louis Dorfman
Kathleen Marie Dowling
Glen James DuMont
Leonard Gabriel Duran
James Ronald Earoff
James Lynn Ebin
Marc Howard Edelson
Ellen Susan Ehrenberg
Carol Anne Ellis
Gregory Donald Ellis
Carolyn Elizabeth Ellis
Louis Hillebrand Elwell, III
Brad Michael Epstein
Dana Mark Epstein
David F. Epstein
Stuart Joel Epstein
Lior Evan
David Evangelista
Alan Jay Factor
Angela Rita Falcone
William Joseph Fallon
Matthew Steven Farber
Kenneth William Farinsky
Steven Howard Feder
Julia Maria Fedyk
Paul Andrew Feigley
David Jonathan Fein

Larry A. Feinsmith

Robert Stephen Feit
Steven Mark Feldman

John C. Ferree
Lisa Ann Ferris
Charles Edward Fetter, Jr.
Beth Phyllis Finchler
Steven Richard Fine
Edward Gerald Finnegan, Jr.
Amy Margot Fisch
Howard Steven Fischer

Robert Joseph Fitzpatrick

Diana Couto
Deborah L. Crotts
Eduardo Alberto Cukier
Stephanie A. J. Dangel
Roy Keith Danishefski
Alan Scott Dannenbaum
Joel Mark Davidson
Wendy Teeter Denton

Paul Michael DeAngelis
Lisa Ann D’Esposito
Josephine deBeer

Douglas Lyon Diamond
Lisa Jane Diamond

Jorge Luis Diaz de Villegas
Brian Jeffrey Dicker
Ronald Gerard DiRienzi
Michael Anthony Domianico
David L. Donabedian

Step...
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS—Continued

Scott James Heyman
Peter Ian Higgins
Michael Shane Higuera
Dave Johnson
Amy Diane Hirschfeld
Andrew Wheelock Hobson
Carrie Ellen Hochberg
Adam Michael Hodes
Carrie Ellen Hochstadt
Darriel Louise Hoffmann
Leslie Lee Holland
Mitchell Louis Hollin
Alan David Holtz
Andrew Stuart Hochberg
Linley Kay Hopkins
David Horing
Wayne Stuart Hudis
Larry Wayne Hunter
Jill Michele Hyman
John Seishin Inamine
Roni D. Jackson
Carl Donald Jacobs, Jr.
David Alan Jacobs
Nancy Beth Jacobson
Antonio I. Johnson
Elizabeth Ann Joseph
Alexander Anthony Kam
Neil Kaplan
Julie Sara Kaplan
Lisa Francine Kaplowitz
Judy Marcia Kastenberg
Robert David Kates
Rhonda Lisa Kaufman
Simon Gabriel Kaypaghian
Nancy Christine Kazanjian
Joseph Jude Kelly
Richard William Kenneally
Michael Scott Kennedy
Ivan Michael Kessel
Lyndon Russell Keyes
Sonia Khersonsky
Jeanne Anne Kiernan
Joanne Kim
Susan Jisoo Kim
Monique Yee King
Bradley John Klock
Robert Alan Knakal
Michael Jay Konigsberg
Paul Harris Konigstein
Douglas Robert Korn
Ann Irene Kotlar
Stephen W. Kozeracki
Richard David Krampf
Kenneth Barry Kranselier
Erica Tina Krause
Debra Sara Kravitz
Daniel James Kriffer
Jill S. Krutick
Michael George Kuchs
Mark Kuperschmid
Michael S. Kutzin
Sanjay Labroo
Catherine Ann Laing
Christopher Kenway Laing
Ann Ellen Lampe
David Howard Landau
Daniel Miller Landes
Charles Victor Lang
Karen Elise Lapinsky
Nancy Jeanne Lasher
Stan Steven Lattanzio
Yan Kit Lau
Paul Eric Lavin
David Kip Lazar
Celeste Marie Lau
Polly Potts Lee
Susan Lee
Kenneth Steven Lemberg
Douglas Scott Levin
Jeffrey Ross Leopold
Jeffrey Todd Lerner
Amy Margaret Lester
Bruce Mitchell Levine
Jeffrey S. Levine
Daniel Charles Lieber
Sally Kwan Lay Lim
Teresa I-Hsin Lin
Jeffrey Mark Linderman
Doane Liu
Daniel Adam Loewenstein
James Edward Long, Jr.
Scott James Lorimer
Diane Jean Ludovice
James Hanemann Lystad
Greg C. Maclay
Michael Kevin Magee
Arthur S. Magnus
Susan Chloe Mailhot
Leonard Stephen Marcovitch
Joel Robert Marcus
Michael Anthony Marek
Sharon Elizabeth Marquez
Deborah Ann Martin
Mark J. Marcuz
Thomas Russell Mason
Jay Martin Matakong
Lesley R. Matheson
George Marcus May
Randall Barrett Mays
Karen Sue Mazer
Gaylene Lynne McCabe
Paul Gerard McCusker
Sally Frances McDonald
Irene Marie McLaughlin
Louise Patricia McCutcheon
James Joseph McPhillips
Richard Farrell Melnick
Daniel Scott Melvin
Michael Howard Mandelbaum
Hal Mark Mersel
Jay R. Merves
Scott Stanley Meuser
Brendan Stewart Meyer
Gerard Louis Meyer
Kenneth Frederic Meyers
Scott Stanley Moeller
David Lawrence Michaels
Alison Leigh Miller
Elizabeth Petrikin Miller
Michael Matthew Miller
Lori A. Mills
George Blackwell Milner, Jr.
Janet Rebeca Miranda Cattan
Matthew G. Mitzen
Shawn Eileen Monaghan
Susan Marie Montano
Vinod Kumar More
John Joseph Morgenstahler
John Charles Mosier
Elizabeth Anne Moy
Edward Arnold Mulé
Catherine B. Mulhern
Helen Mulhern
David Earl Myers
Maccodou Ibrahima N'Daw
Jeffrey Bruce Naschek
Walter Randall Naylor
Joshua D. Nelson
Douglas Arthur Neumetzger
David Seth Newman
Cindy Mui Sun Ng
Randi Lynn Nielsen
Craig Forrest Noell
Carl Lawrence Nordholm
Marie Teresa Nordone
Mary Veronica Norpel
Rhonda Meryl Novik
Frederick Anthony Nunes
Barry Gene Obod
Gerald Robert O'Connor
Cartha Mary O'Hare
Sheila Marie Olesen
Willie Oliphant, Jr.
Carlos Emilio Orellana
Nadine Hilda Orladoff
Beth Ellen Osias
Gwen Lisa Ostroff
Mark Anton Otness
Jin S. Pak
Christopher Joseph Palermo
James Thomas Palermo
Robert Herman Papenfuss
John C. Parr, Jr.
Kathryn Lane Paschall
Ronald Alan Paul
Bradford R. Peck
Imre David Pentek
Laura Ann Peracchio
Diego Luis Perdomo Ferrer
Christopher Nicholas Pericles
David Irwin Perl
Waldemar R. Perlick
Richard George Phillips
Terrance Michael Phillips
Lisa Carol Piperno
Scott Louis Pita
Scott Louis Pitasky
Louis Brian Plung
Ira Bernard Polikoff
Allan Thomas Polischak
Kenneth Brian Pollock
Lisa Angela Polin
Gene Roberta Prell
Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE WHARTON EVENING SCHOOL

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

August 12, 1983

Paul Walter Blazewick, Jr.
Georganne Mary Burten
William Theodore Butler
Raffy Harry Chilingerian
Josette Edwards
Craig David Dimele
Margaret Mary Feathers
Gordon Harry Freas
Janice Joretta Gamble
Francis Patrick Gormley
Hugh Joseph Graney
Elisa Marla Lang
Susan Jean Manwaring
Sharon Elizabeth Murphy
Carol Maria Nowrey
Stephen Michael Pierson
Colleen Cullen Rooney
Susan Karen Szezechowicz
Carl Richard Steuerungal
Maureen Catherine Wade
Christopher Woll Zelov

December 22, 1983

Madeline Ann Arnold
Fernando Alfredo Arriaga
Kurt Allen Barwis
Dorothy Mary Carter
Alka Chandra
Andrea Frances Damm
Maria Denise Dandridge
Patricia Joan Dugan
Earlene Maria Ford
Elizabeth Ann Gilman
Francisco Javier Gomez
Denise Maria Guarino
Timothy Francis Long
Kelvin Mack
Serge Miliar, Jr.
Stephen Duane Mansfield
Francisco Rafael Neri Plazola
Sue C. O'Connor
Feliciano Andres Palacios

May 21, 1984

Lynn Dorning Adcock
Gary Franklin Arnold
Thomas Robert Blandy
Gary Warren Breder
Ronald Anthony Caruso
Rita Marie Chenoweth
Cathleen Ann Collins
James Demetrios Dallas
Mary Louise Day
William Cary Eberly
David Llewellyn Evans
Gail Shore Kroungold
David Andrew Ewrons
Mark Jeffrey Faust
Leo Mark Goldner
Joan Dolores Hepp
Michel George Henry Howitt
Diane Lynn Jones
Laurence Charles Keck
Robert Jerome Kohan
Rita Marie Larkin
Darnelle Joy Latta
William B. Layton, Jr.
Elizabeth Cunningham McCormick
Jerome Robert Mitchell
Dennis George Moriz
Randall John Moyer
Mary Ann Mullarkey
Nora Margaret Mullarkey
Joyce Ann Nelson
Lou Ann E. Norton
Gerard Kevin O'Connell
Jean Zwerlein Pikus
Joan Colangelo Priss
Margaret Quinn
Patricia Anne Rafter
Virginia Muller Roberts
John Robert Russel
Ronald Vincent Sanders
Frank Paul Scafidi
Harriett Morrisson Schnitzer
Deborah Anne Schultz
John Kent Sedora
Michelle Constance Settembrini
Masanori Shimadzu
Virginia Beverly Socha
Florence Darlene Reid Spady
James Ryan Spinazza
Alemtsehay Tadesse
Scott Conard Tennant
Susan Rae Thornton
Paul Vincent Turnbull
Sylvester Urquhart
Juan Orlando Velazquez Valdes
Karen Theresa Wenstrup
Mustafa Yolbulan
Robert Stephen Zielinski

ASSOCIATE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

August 12, 1983

Eileen M. Ansbro
Edward J. Carroll, Jr.
Thomas Randall Cowherd
Clarice Gibson-McGilberry
George Joseph Hall, Jr.
Doris Estella Johnson
David Lowell Johnson
Joel Miles Kopke
Regina Ganette Kuczynski
Bernardine Frances McGraw
Anthony Matthew Montagna
Luis Emilio Nobo
Patricia D. Pancoast
Susan DeJoseph Paris
Cynthia Mialkowski Pellegrini
Dolores Ella Pike
David Richard Rau
Gregory S. Rendleman
Patricia Norraine Schanck
John Walter Stoczko

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>December 22, 1983</th>
<th>November 30, 1983</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miguel Enrique Argaez Valencia</td>
<td>Patrick Joseph Cunningham, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Arones</td>
<td>Walter Ten Eyck Danclo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey Alan Babarovich</td>
<td>Sylvain D'Incau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas L. Beecroft</td>
<td>Jerome Lucien Ducrest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan Kopyt Bent</td>
<td>James Scott Eisenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Boatwright</td>
<td>Ali Elam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Emilio Melencio Fernando
Daniel Patrick Foley
Brigitte F. Gervais
Clément Sylvain Harary
Lisa F. Hertz
Elizabeth Ann High
Alvera Suzette Hooper
Terry E. Hunley
Dana Andrea Kaplan
Jatindar S. Kapur
Nicos John Koulis
Jorge Adalberto Lagos
Jorge Segundo Lamadrid
Guy Loret-De-Mola Böhme
Debra Susan Marmor
Bruce Gordon McWilliams
Matthew Michael Meehan

Robert Matthews Michaels
Richard David Miller
Tushar Mody
Patrick C. J. Mosimann
James Alan Muenzer
Edward Morton Neil
Timothy P. O'Brien
Raymond Joseph Painter
Wayne Anthony Palladino
Harry Aloysius Parisius
Carlos A. Paul
Carlos Guillermo Peredo Camarena
Elia Revah Modiano
Jose Rodriguez Vazquez
Jorge Benjamin Rosas
Stephen Rosenberg

John F. Roth
Jacobo Rubinstein Cikrovich
Lisa Sable
Andrew Owen Schoder
Howard Robert Shapiro
George Graham Smith III
Stephen Douglas Smith
Krishen Kumar Sud
Bjorgolfur Thorsteinsson
Joseph Steven Torg, Jr.
Paul Marten Van De Wal
Winifred Beth Wechsler
Diana P. Wehrly
Matthew Preston White
Hillary Sokolsky Willman
Elaine Woo
Amy Lois Woodward

Joseph Anthony Abraham
Laurent Adamowicz
Ellen Hunt Adams
James F. Adams, III
Gary J. Adler
Mary Stella Aduckiewicz
Maria Socorro L. Africa
Mark Charles Ahlheim

Aka-Anghui Michel
Loring Dodd Andersen
Kevin Onslow Anderson
Suhas Apte
Cesar Ardito-Barletta
Jamal Souheil Arnaout
Douglas Strachan Arnold
David Joseph Ashworth
Janet L. Auerbach
Kentarō Azuma
John S. Babiec, Jr.
Andrew Robert Bach
Faith Frances Backus
George Allen Baillie
Cynthia Ann Baker
Vijay Balakrishnan
Jeffrey M. Balboni
Sarah Anne Ball
Susan Voorhis Balloch
David Wayne Barby
Jeff Marter Barmeyer
Bonnie Lee Mueller Barnes
Jane Leslie Barnet
Robert Edward Barr
Lawrence David Bartimer
Marilyn Bartlett
David John Bates
Douglas Scott Baumoel
David Gerald Bayer

Michael Henry Baxter

William J. Bean
Octavio Becerra Gallo
Matthew Robert Beizer
David Nelson Bell
Patricia Bell

May 21, 1984

Sohail Bengali
Joel B. Benjamin
Harriet Lee Bennett
Eduardo Guido Berenblum
Adam S. Berger
Ernest Berger
Juan Antonio Escaño Bernad
Marie Therese Bernard
Mary Jo Bernard
Keith Ian Bernstein
Reid Elliott Bernstein
Bruce James Besecker
Annette Marie Bianchi
Edward Kerney Black
Alan Jeffrey Blackburn
Aaron Michael Blum
Esther Katz Blum
Bonny Eugenia Boatman
Georges Bory
David A. Bowen
Eugene S. Boylan
Elizabeth Lucille Boyle
Irvin Robert Boyle
Deborah Ann Brand
James C. Brennan

Jennifer Leigh Carey
Charles Everett Carrier
Sandra Joan Carrithers
Anne Carswell
Joseph M. Carvajal
Maureen Casile
Thomas Michael Casola
Jacob Chacko, Jr.
Kit-Yuk Chan
Jong Hyun Chang
Samuel R. Chapin
Klaus Heribert Chavanne
Kew-Chul Chee
Diane Carol Cheklich
Chi-Kiong Chen
Mary Chen Johnsson
Charles Joseph Cheskiewicz
Ching-Meng Chew
Peter Chiang
Wayne Joseph Civinskas
Mitchell D. Clarfield
F. Stephen Cobe
David John Coghlann
Elizabeth Sue Cohen
Esther Sonya Cohen
Michael Isaac Cohen
Michael Steven Cohn
Carol Ann Conkling
Timothy Adam Corbett
Francisco Cortés Mijares
Karen Marlene Cox
Russell D. Crabs
James Robert Cronk, D.M.D.
Angela Kathryn Cullen
Marcus G. Cummins
William H. Cunningham

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Thomas Duke Daniel
Philip D. Daniels, Jr.
George Andrew Davala, III
Lisa Monique David
Cheryl Mary Davidson
Mary Ann Davidson
Marlene Joyce DeLeon
Scott H. Dell
Vincent R. DePalma
Deepak Pravin Desai
Stanley Gilbert Deutsch
Jacqueline Catherine Dickerson
Robert Dickey, IV
Lucas Anthony DiLeo
Richard Dine
Kimberly Ann Dinnocenti
Robert Edward Donohoe
David Charles D’Orlando
Gary Albert Downing
Walter Patrick Drabinski
Cindy Weiss Drankoski
Miles Stratton Draycott
Jennifer T. Dreyfus
Peter Marc Drittel
Philip Malloy Drumheller
Allan Brian Duboff
Guy Bernard du Bois
Fred Andrew Duchin
Marcus V. Duda
Mary Jane Militano Duggan
Hope Hallowell Dunlap
Joseph Christopher Dywan
Jerome Kapunan Dycaico
William Michael Earley
William Robert Ebsworth
David Ernest Eckmann
Yaron Eitan
Joy Deborah Elliott
Kimberly J. Enders
Patricia Johanne Enggaard
Arthur Paul Ernst
Gary Lyle Eshleman
Rolando Espinosa
Paula Lee Esposito
Joan E. Estes
Christian Ettel
Amy Evans McManus
Gary Martin Fahl
Sharon Renee Fairley
Thomas Patrick Fee, Jr.
Lesli Denise Fellman
James D. Fenton
Joyce Dorothy Finn
Marc Louis Fisher
Scott Harold Flamm
Thomas E. Flanagan
Peter Garrett Fordham
Samuel Wesley Fordyce, V
John Michael Foster
Peter Arthur Fowler
David William Fradin
Joseph John Wall Francfort
Peter F. Frey
David Bruce Friend

Vincent Joseph Fumo
Christopher Michael Fortman
James Crane Furnivall
Takeshi Furuduchi
Lizanne Galbreath
Brian P. Gallagher
Rafael Eulimio Garcia Garcia
Jan Lynn Garfinkle
Stephen Arthur Gargano
James John Garrahan
Laurie Garrett
Antonio Alfonso Gates
Joseph Daniel Gatto
Jack Gault
Ghasan J. Geagea
Jeffrey Lund Gendell
Pascal George
Piercarlo Gera
Jodi Sue Gesner
John Patrick Gibbons
Bonnie Anne Gillette
Robert Joseph Gilligan
Caroline Elizabeth Wiedeman Glackin
Robert Devereaux Glaser
James Keefe Glavin
Joanne Marie Glavin
Albert Victor Glowasky
Carole Goldberg
Elaine Faith Goldberg
William Stuart Goldberg
David Matthew Goldman
Michael Morton Goldman
Thomas Matthew Goldstein
Thomas John Golem
Jacobo Gonzales Lardizabal
Anne Leora Goodale
Allen Stewart Goodman
David Stephen Graff
Robin D. Gran
Felicia Renee Green
Franklin W. Y. Green
Terry Louis Guckes
Susan Felice Guggenheim
Joe H. Hagan, Jr.
Michael G. Haggerty
George C. Hale, Jr.
Daniel James Hall

Gretting Wendell Hall

Susan Marie Hallman
Beverly Hamilton
Peter Damien Hamilton
Billy Pao-an Ham
Jennifer Lee Harris
Michael John Harrison
Philip Lewis Hart
Elizabeth Boyd Hatcher
Frank Morris Hatheway
Joel Milton Hausman
Derek Lindsay Heins
Jean Ann Hellering
Raul Henriquez Marroquin
Thomas Kennard Henson
Eric B. Hertz

Kurt A. Herwald
Maria Esperanza L. Hilado
Jane Laurie Hindes
Bennett Baer Hirsch
Caryn Joy Hirsh
Peter Spiegel Hirshberg
Julian Clement Hirst
Simon Richard Hirst
James Adam Hitt
Raymond Hay Ho
Richard Lewis Hoddeson
Cynthia K. Hoffman
Carlton Derrick Holley
Addison Holmes, Jr.
John Raymond Homer
Jun Ki Hong
Ruth Ann Hooley
Sandra L. Horowitz
James Douglas Houck
David Thor How
Jeffery MacLaren Hudson
Janice C. Huffman
Drusilla J. C. Hufford
Michael Dennis Huggins
Hajime Ishizu
Marko Isser
Frederick Kiyoito Ito
Robert R. Jackson
John Peter Jacob
Steven F. Jacobs
Richard M. Jacobs
Edward Allen Jacobson
David Lewis Jaffe
Stewart J. Jaffe
Francois J. Jallot
Glenn Robert James
Edward William Januszewicz
Terence F. Jarman
Lloyd Sefton Jaunkalnietis
Scott Mahaley Jenkins
Christopher John Jewell
Anoop Jalali
Charles Edward Joandis
Durwin Frederick Johnson
Lexanne Johnson
Joseph A. Jolson
Christine Tolliver Jones
Didier Jupillat
Judy C. Kahn
Kenneth Dan Kahn
Karen Joanne Kalp
Michael Andrew Kann
Howard Scott Kaplan
Michael R. Kaplan
Kristina Angela Kapp
Edward William Karle
Lawrence Alan Kasanoff
Paul Benjamin Katz
Daniel L. Kaufer
Wendy Wallenmeyer Kauffman
Kazuhiro Kawano
Denis J. Kelleher
Frances Ann Kelleher
J. Judge Kelley
Mark Ernest Kennedy

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION — Continued

Susan Stokes Ketcham
Pravin Dhauryashil Khatau
Brian Francis Kiely
John William Killea
Kim, Chong Lim
Mimi J. Kim
Douglas William Kimmelman
Rhonda Lillian King
Michael Kinsbergen
Cleosie Kirkland
Koichi Kito
Amy Lynn Kittredge
Ann Kathryn Klecker
Jonathan Daniel Klein
James Leonard Knighton
Jeffrey Alan Korchek
Anne Petersen Kortlander
Stephen Christopher Koval
Lawrence Michael Krenseler
Ronald J. Kravit
Nancy Lynn Kreisman
Andrew Francis Kremer
Andrew Jonathan Krieger
Karen Elise Krinsky
Michael G. Krumheuer
Charles Magnus Kuchenbrod
Robert Steven Landauer
Laurie Jeanne Landeau
Karen Kaye Langenberg
Jane A. Lanz
Donald Alan Larson
Banghyung Lee
Brian Cary Lee
Henry Chafee Lee
Trevor Lee
Virginia Man-Yee Lee
Craig Averill Leman
Eric Kevin Lemons
Robert Leonard Leu, Jr.
Daniel Markus Leu
Steven Curt Leuallen
Hugh Lauter Levin
Daniel Charles Lewis
Wendy I-Ning Li
Robert Cross Lieber

Peter-Egon Ligett
Jia-Shyong Lin
Richard Jeffersis Lindsay
Roger Edward Linnemann, Jr.
Scott Harris Lipkin
Thomas E. Little
David Todd Litvack
Robert Carey Lobel
William Thomas Lockard
Antonio Amerigo Lorenzotti
Anthony Archie Lotson
Patricia Ann Low
Donald Jay Lowry, Jr.
Carl Jeffri Lucas
George Francis Lynn
Thomas Peter Lyons
Donald Jamie MacAlister
Scott James MacDougall
Robert William MacKenzie, Jr.
Donald Patrick MacKenzie
William Marguerite Medway

Thomas Benjamin Mandel
M. Salahuddin Manzoor
S. Edward Manwaring
Robert John Marcinek
Charles D. Marlett
James V. Martin
Glenn C. Massey
Yasuki Matsukawa
Shuzo Matsuno
Frank A. Maturu
Miriam S. May
Lyn Hetzel McCants
Kevin Slattery McCarthy
Tabetha Gay McMartin
Craig Molinow McGahey
David Patrick McGee
Ian Scott McIsaac
Douglas Stuart McKee
Neil Charles McKinnon
Robert Jeremiah McMullan
Douglas Paine McNeil
James F. McWilliams

Richard Alan Meekler
John L. Meder
John Frederic MeGrue, Jr.
Cristian Alberto Melo
Marilyn Eleanor Mendel
Mohanen Menon
James Barry Meyer
Susan Meyer
Herman Charles Mihalich
Keith E. Miller
Mark R. Miller
Michael Grady Miller
Steven Jay Miller
David John Minno
Hiroshi Minoura
Leslie Mirabeau
James Philip Menon
Douglas Snow Montague
George H. Moore
Sewell Trezevant Moore, Jr.
Teruki Morohashi
Peter C. Morris
Anne Stuyvesant Morse
Sherill Patricia Morton
Jay Moskowitz
Hidemi Moue
Edward Arnold Mulé
Katherine Mullin Berman
Adil Munshi
Gordon Ian Myers
Farid Ahmed Naib
Shanmugaretnam Nanthakumar
Celeste B. Nasuti
Andrew John Nathanson
Mary Margaret Neelam
Eugene Gordon Nelson
Kert D. Nelson
Nicholas A. Nepor
Hugh Montgomery Neshit
Michael Joseph Nesspor
Mark Alan Neuhausen

Martha L. Newton
Sirwa Nguy
John Blair Nicholas
Magnus René Nicolin
Gregory Louis Nikel
James B. Nish
Alfonso Ma. G. Nisperos
Thomas Walker Nugent
Timothy VanWirt O’Connor
Barry William Odber
Carolyn Meeks O’Donnell
Vincent Joseph O’Grady
Christopher Reese Olson
Betsy E. Olluminate
Charles Robert Oppenheimer
Deborah L. Origer
James F. Orr
George Francis Paik
Mangi Paik
Elaine Joan Palm
Gunnar Torsten Palm
Mark Joseph Panarese
Ramamoorthy Parameswaran
Pierre Pâris
Paul C. Parsley
Anne Weston Patenaude
Thomas Alan Patterson
Rohan Paul
David Stuart Penn
David S. Penzias
Richard Samuel Perelman
Ana Maria Perez
Gregory Adam Petersen
James Francis Pipper
David Alexander Piacquado
Catherine L. Pierce
Patrick E. Pierce
Ann Virginia Pogue
Gregg David Pollack
Penelope Graham Pollard
Adil A. C. Popat
Victoria Marilyn Posner
Shari Lynn Powell
Marc D. Pressman
Robert Erskine Prince
Benito Puno Pua, Jr.
Stuart Marc Pulvirent
Anne Elizabeth Punzak
John L. Purcell, III
Franco Quillico
Reni Mary Rahn
Bruce Allan Ramsay
David Andre Ramsur
Carol Ramsay
Caren S. Raphael
Raka Rashid
Alan Jay Razak
John Frederick Reim
Rick Reinking
John Marks Reiss
James Michael René
Scott David Renninger
Elizabeth Ann Rentmeesters
Lorenzo Santamaria Restrepo
Kevin Xavier Reynolds
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION—Continued

Sang Hyun Rhi
Anne Blake Richardson
Steven Frederick Richman
Katharine Penelope Rigby
Stephen Bennett Roberts
Claudel Van Vyck Romney
Benjamin Lewis Rose
Jonathan Adam Rosen
Barry S. Rosenstein
Mary Anne Rosenthal
Howard Richard Rothwell
Paul F. Rubin
Carl Harris Rudnick
Kathryn A. Russell
Michael Paul Russomano, Jr.
Mary Elizabeth Ruth
Mohit Sabharwal
John Leonard Sabre
Sarah Meigs Salant
Ahmad Sami
Stephan Michael Sammut
Randy Jess Samsel
Charles Jan Santos-Buch
Michael D. Sauber
Lucy Landon Scarlett
Sharon Schatzberg
Ralph Jacob Scherer
Robert M. Schildkraut
Christopher George Schipper
Valerie Jean Schilt
Craig Schnee
Jeffrey Alan Schoenfeld
Stephen Matthew Schoflaert
Marjorie Jane Schorr
Victoria Mars Schuetz
Jody A. Schuhart
Arthur Bruce Schwartz
Jodi Jan Schwartz
Thomas David Selkirk

Daniel Schwenter
Morgan LeRoy Scott
Carl Joseph Seiden
Anne Elizabeth Seidler
Barbara Jean Selbach
Jeffrey Joseph Seymour
Kate Elizabeth Shackelford
David Jay Shapiro
Amit Sharma
Scott Cameron Shawcross
Seth David Shepetin
Vining A. Sherman, Jr.
John Matthew Shimeall
Robert Henry Shorb, Jr.
Martin Joseph Silver
Delphine McCoy Simms
Arline Farber Sirkin
Peter Sklar

Kurt J. Stenn
William Sauer Slnoneker
Scott Richard Smith
Warren Eugene Spitz
William Whitney Sprague
Richard Jay Squadron

Helen Madea Stanford
Daniel Paul Stauder
Charles Edward Stebbins
Gary J. Stilwell
Douglas Arant Stockham
Larry J. Stoehr
Edward Stanley Streeter
Harold John Stroehmann, III
Marilyn Suey
Ikuko Suga
James Arthur Sutton
Kamal F. Tabet
Lilton Roosevelt Taliaferro, Jr.
Benjamin Ben-Chao Tang
Porter Ross Taylor, III
Naoki Terasawa
Edwin J. Thomas
Henry Hoen Thomas, Jr.
James Darrell Thomas
Keith Curtis Thompson

Kathleen Stuart Thompson
Richard B. Thorp
Donald Carey Tison
William Thompson Tolley
Glenn Happogd Tongue
Donald Willetts Torey
Kathleen Louise Tribull
Barbara Jane Trinklein
Akholesh Tripathi
Francois Pierre Truc
Takao Tsuchiya
Robert Neel Tucker
Stewart Alan Turner
Tadashi Umino
Stephen Peter Utkus
Debbie Ann J. Uy
Maria Christina Valdes—Dapena
Paul William Valva
Paul Thomas Aquinas Vanderslice
Jeanne Kay Vargo
Earl Douglas Varney
Terry David Vaughan
Karen Jane B. Velayo

Adrian Robert Velino


Pramode Kumar Verma
Mauroco Vives Fernandez
Sundar Viswanathan
Gilbert Yip Carl Wai
Christine Wainwright
Michael Hamlow Walker
Richard Joseph Wallach

Bruce Stanley Wagner

Frederick L. Walters
Jordan Ben Walters
Kenneth Wei-Han Wang
Susan M. Ward
Andrew Wartenberg
David S. Wasserman
Mark David Wasserstrom
Satoshi Watanabe

Charles Vernon Watson
Bradley Gordon Watts
Judy Katherine Weddle
Mary M. Wehrmann
Susan Hall Weeden
Eric H. C. Wei
Paul Entien Wei
Gerardo Johannes Weihmann Illades
Warren Stanley Weiner
Philip Manning Welch
Joan F. Whelan
Patrick Francis Whelan
Kathleen Elizabeth White
Michael Anthony White
Patricia Ann White
Thomas Gregory White
Patricia F. Widner
Craig Michael Wien
Ann Marie Wiggin
James W. Wiley, 2nd

Louise Ann Wiley
Denise Williams
Matthews Williams, Jr.
Hendy Kenneth Williams
Raymond Francis Wilson, Jr.
Alan Peter Winters
Barry Stuart Wittlin
Arthur Edwin Wolf
Marshall Sands Woodward
Robert Joseph Wowk
Beverly Sharon Wright
Michael Cassidy Wright
Michael Joseph Wrobleski
Suzette Li-Ming Wu

Wilson Wei-Tao Wu

Christopher Ernest Wuthmann
Yoshinobu Yamada
Taichi Yamamoto
Emil Antone Yappert Jr.
George Constantine Yeonos
Clayton Young
Stanford Thomas Young
Kyuryon Yuh
Edward Joseph Zajac
Richard Zandi
Cheryl Zapolsky
Frederick Philip Zarrelli
Jeffrey Alan Zorek
Erez N. Zuck
Robert Alan Zurcher

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

Claire M. Fagin, Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

August 12, 1983

Barbara Lynne Bulik

Nancy Jane Douts

Lynn Valerie Holden

December 22, 1983

Felicia Lisa Anne Barbato
Gale Armistead Byerly
Maria Theresa Byrnes
Juliet Claire Cassel
Cheryl Lynn Champy-Welch
Lynne Deneka
Tina Marie Giacosa
Renee Maxine Goldsby

Mary Josephine Healey
Mary Louise Hunsicker
Kimberly Ann Jarrell
Mary Judith Kane
Maureen Judith Kane
Beth Kaplan
Pamela Lynn Kasold

May 21, 1984

Suzanne Eleanor Ames
Kelly Ann Brennen
Carla M. Canuso
Aristipo Chompre
Alexa Marie Colgrove
Demetra C. Conkling
Allyson Leigh De Groat
Evelyn Marie Desmond
Nora Doherty
Randi Sue Drizin
Ruth Dukoff
Elizabeth Anne Egan
Catherine Anne Fowler
Elenamaria D. Galie

Kristie Jo Gere
Sharon Diane Greenstein
Kimberly Ann Kerbeck
Elizabeth Anne Kerrigan
Andrea Iris Lampert
Sarah Jencks Lodge
Leslie North
Susan Lynne Nudelman
Regina Marie Oscillowki
Catherine Petruccelli
Ronda Pomerantz
Rogelio Ramirez
Susan Marie Renz

Barbara Robin Agress
Helen Alphonsine Albert
Frances Abbruzzo Amorim
Anne Marie Andrade
Dorothy Weigel Angelini
Rosemary Louise Auth
Lori Avanzato
Pamela Sue Baker
Nancy Lynn Beck
Linda Donovan Beebe
Suzanne Warren Belmore
Kristin Anderson Bennett
Christina Lynn Bergh
Linda Susan Bingaman
Jane Lang Bloom
JoAnne Dorothy Bocchese

Della White Bodine
Carol Fares Boland
Dorothy Anne Borresen
Cynthia Lou Boyer
Mary Foli Boyston
Patricia Hillis Bredemann
Elizabeth Jane Hinkle Brick
Shirley Barnhart Bucher
Alexis Ann Bulka
Patricia Callahan
Marianne Casia
Debra Lynn Censits
Cynthia Woomer Clark
Brenda Wimer Cline
Judith Alice Coffman
Carol Connery

August 12, 1983

Barbara Ann Koch
Joan Davis Lombardi
Lisa Mary Lowell
Arlene Maron
Dian Sara Reeser
Nora Jean Rhoads
Susan Gregory Seifert
Tina Louise Swartz

Betsy R. Robbins
Robin Lee Robertson
Karen Beth Rosenstrauch
Anne Marie Rossley
Kathleen Joan Rozanski
Lisa Lee Sadowski
Marianne Shaughnessy
Carol Ivy Sparen
Kathleen Mary Suhr
Cynthia Lou Tate
Helen McCloskey Thompson
Deborah Tomaszewski
Kara Beth Weiss
Karen Denise Young

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING—Continued

Margaret Ann Eberts
Patricia Burrough Eberz
Judith Ann Eliff
Victoria Ebner Elmore
Georgia Carol Epstein
Denise Marie Colbert Fitzpatrick
Joan Parker Frizzell
Linda Lea Gallagher
Deborah Ann Gardiner
Sharon Gates
Mary Ann Marakowitz Geyer
Susan Maxine Glover
Deanna Lynn Gray
Bernadette Greco
Susan Rose Gustavino
Susan Blackwell Hann
Marcia Douglas Harms
Lois Harrold
Jeanne Louise Held
Jeanette Weidenbach Herzog
Maureen Louise Higgins
Wendy Lee Hohbie
Teri Jean Holbrook
Karen Lee Hom
Claudia Fondersmith Horowitz
Maureen Simko Hreha
Audrey Jane Johnson
Eileen Anne Judge
Sally Reeser Kapp
Sharon Leslie Kastner
Diane Marie Keegan
Karen Elmo Keen
Paula Farnan Kelly
Laurian Horner Kirchner
Catherine Knox-Fischer
Maria Joanna Kolcun

Susan Gail Bellinson
Laurie Ann Bleich
Millie Diane Boettcher
Bridget Gallagher Buck
Linda Joan Campbell
Patricia McGraw Chichon
Margaret Doorley
Diane Fescina-Jones

Louise Burke
Carin Carlson
Kathleen Anne Egan

December 22, 1983

Linda Lou French
Barbara Ann Harris
Mary Timm Hinkle
Payge Marie Hodapp
Sue Jacobs
Carol Marsh
Joanne Packer Weiss
Carol Ann Snapp Richards

May 21, 1984

Adrienne E. McDonnell
Steven Saul Rabinowitz
Charlotte Sauer Santoferraro

Bridget Tighe Doerr
*Posthumously

Barbara Lee Powers
Susanne Geraldine Preisler
Brenda Newcomb Proctor
Beth Ann Reck
Susan Ann Reed
Joanne Denise Rischart
Joan Rita Richelt
Heather Anne Robinson
Sandra Denise Rosen
Bernadette Ann Rothermel
Gail Fitzpatrick Rudolph
Cynthia Schweitzer Salmon
Marjorie Schianger
Robert Sharpe-Drouot
Mary Catherine Hendl Sharrar
Robin Heathier Sieger
JoAnne Cook Simmons
Elizabeth Robin Silver
Dena Miller Sklaroff
Ann Smith
Wendy Ann Snypse
Gloria Yolanda Sonnesso
Jane Stevens
Candace Pfeffer Stiklorius
Valerie Kim Szabo
LuAnne Shirley Takacs
Gloria Jones Taylor
Valerie Ann Telford
Winifred H. Todd
Ellen Ann Uricchio
Suzane White Villarini
Martha Walker
Victoria Ann Weill
Beth Breakefield Weiss
Arlene Weaver Wiens
Ivan Winegar
Anne Elizabeth Wright

Barbara Lee Powers
Susanne Geraldine Preisler
Brenda Newcomb Proctor
Beth Ann Reck
Susan Ann Reed
Joanne Denise Rischart
Joan Rita Richelt
Heather Anne Robinson
Sandra Denise Rosen
Bernadette Ann Rothermel
Gail Fitzpatrick Rudolph
Cynthia Schweitzer Salmon
Marjorie Schianger
Robert Sharpe-Drouot
Mary Catherine Hendl Sharrar
Robin Heathier Sieger
JoAnne Cook Simmons
Elizabeth Robin Silver
Dena Miller Sklaroff
Ann Smith
Wendy Ann Snypse
Gloria Yolanda Sonnesso
Jane Stevens
Candace Pfeffer Stiklorius
Valerie Kim Szabo
LuAnne Shirley Takacs
Gloria Jones Taylor
Valerie Ann Telford
Winifred H. Todd
Ellen Ann Uricchio
Suzane White Villarini
Martha Walker
Victoria Ann Weill
Beth Breakefield Weiss
Arlene Weaver Wiens
Ivan Winegar
Anne Elizabeth Wright

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Edward J. Stemmler, Dean

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

December 22, 1983

Robert P. Lanza

May 21, 1984

Andrea J. Apter
Robert Joseph Attorri
Anthony G. Auteri
James E. Baumgardner
Marcia Anne Bechtold
James M. Beck
Amy Jane Behrman
Karen Lynette Bell
Barbara Marjorie Berland
Anita Joyce Berger
Jeffrey Tobin Brodsky
Helen M. Bronte-Stewart
Adrienne M. Burbur-Posgs
Beth Alison Cardwell
Aldo Carmona
David Ian Charney
Harry Hatau Chen
Cynthia Ling Cheng
Robert Tao-Ping Chow
Amy J. Cohen
Marc Stewart Cohen
Kathleen Ann Cooney
Francis Charles Corrigan
Paula L. Crawford
Lynn Marie Croteau
Steven David Diamond
Michael Andre DiCecco
Nick M. DiGiove
David Karl Dovnarsky
Barry H. Dubner
Alvaris Wainwright Duffis, Jr.
Colleen Ann Edwards
Stephen Barakat Erban
Mark Robert Faber
David Alan Ferenci
Jeremy Phillip Finkle
Mary Beth Fishman
Emily Randall Fox
Amy Louise Freedman
David Frederick Friedman
Satoshi Furukawa
Thomas Andrew Gardner
Leonard Harold Ginsburg
Martha Lynn Gordon
Daniel Jules Gottlieb
Allan Gottschalk
Victor M. Grazi
Susan Beth Greenstein
Pamela Louise Grich
Michael Anthony Grosso
David Michael Guarneri
Daniel I. Gup

Marilyn E. Halpern
Marianne Mierley Hanlon
Brian Alexander Hannah
Peter Scott Heeger
Joseph Conrad Howton
Kenneth Duval Hutchins
Thomas Michael Hyde
Daniel Jay Isaacman
Cindy Saltz Isaacson
Robert Scott Israel
Paula Ann Jacobus
Paul Edward Jarris
Frederick Lafayette Jones, III
Sami Lewis Khella
Gilbert Harrow Kimman
Steven Michael Koenig
Edward Robert Kofsky
Gary Alan Koretzky
Michael Jeffrey Kramer
Mary Ann Kuzma

Peter Ping-Kwong Lai
Harold Ivanovitch laroche
Donnie Lee
Catherine Terri Lee
Jonathan Andrew Leff
Gilbert Andrew Leidig, Jr.
Richard Andrew Levy
Amy Dale Lichtenfeld
Todd Michael Lipschultz
Yu-Chin Liu
Anthony A. Luberti
Zvi S. Marans
Vicki March
Stephen Patrick McDermott
John Edward Meilahn

William Schubert Mezzanotte
Cheryl Marie Mitchell
Michael Albert Mont
Julie Claire Morial
Bruce William Morrison, Jr.
Jill Deanne Morrow
Lonnje J. Moskov
Nathan Hale Mull, IV
Jamie Arthur Mullen
Samuel Reid Neff
Paul Marshall Neumann
Albert Carl Perrino, Jr.
Dana C. Perry
Mary Catherine Pew
Daniel J. Piacquadio
Dionne R. Powell

Ruth Marie Price
Barbara Alpert Pura
Joseph John Quinlan
Keith William Rae
Kimberly Jeanne Rask
Daniela Rath
Linda Restifo
Bonnie Sue Richter
Anne Priscilla Rogal
Jeffrey H. Roberts
Audrey Rubin
Hope Stewart Rugo
James Carey Ryan
Theodore Frederick Saad
György A. Sági
Lann Biddle Salyard
Charlene Gail Sanders
Roy Ephraim Schultzengel
Gregg Leonard Semenza
Louis G. Shenk, III
Steven Joel Shiffl
Neil Steven Silverman
Lydia Florence Sims
Raymond Lederer Singer
Linda Paige Slater
Robert Slattery
Dawn Elaine Smiley
David Lawrence Smith
Michael Christopher Soulen
Jeffrey L. Soulen
Paul David Spiro
David Richard Steinberg
Richard Fredric Summers
Patrick Sean Swift
Paul Topf
Peter Fedele Townsend
Jon Barry Tucker
Luis Vaccarello
Gerard Vogley
Margo Lynne Weisar
Marisa Carey Weiss
Leland George Wessel
Deborah Parsons West
Nancy Margaret Westermann
Valerie A. Westhead
Robert Michael White
Martin W. Wise, III
Barbara Longacre Wiseman
Eve Allison Wood
Michael Joseph Wood
Andrea Zimber
Andrew Alan Ziskind

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE LAW SCHOOL
Robert H. Mundheim, Dean

JURIS DOCTOR

August 12, 1983
Alan G. Rosenbloom

December 22, 1983

May 21, 1984

Theresa J. Bryant-Braccio

Anthony Ain
David C. Allon
Stanley Norman Alpert
Lenna M. Aoki
Marcy C. Appelbaum
Mark K. Atlas
Gary Karim Bahena
George Allen Baillie
David W. Barby
Leona L. Barsky
Jeffrey S. Batoff
Janet C. Bayer
Alice W. Beck
Jane G. Beddall
Henry Graham Beene
Matthew Robert Beizer
Joel B. Benjamin
Lynn J. Benswanger
Edward A. Berlin
Edward G. Biester, III
Albert Bixler, III
Edward K. Black
Seth E. Bloom
Scott L. Bok
Jeffrey Allen Bomberger
Shawn S. Boo
Richard Denis Bourgeois
Richard L. Brand
Keith B. Braun
Neil Lane Brilliant
Caryn Bronstein
Sylvia Grace Brown
Ina C. Brunswasser
Jill T. Bryan
Winson W. Burks, III
John Joseph Busillo
Patricia Gail Butler
John W. Cafrery
Felix L. Cardona
Karen Frances Caruso
Phyllis Cherobin
Francisco Chevere
John G. Chou
Josee Cleary
Matthew James Comisky
Elizabeth C. Connolly

Francis X. Crowley
Patricia E. Davison
Jonathan Delman
Donald R. De Lorenz
Jeffrey D. Delott
Harriet L. Dichter
Stephen Robert Doroghazi
Alexander B. Dranov
Allan Brian Duboff
Jay A. Dubow
Greg Edwards
James Scott Eisenstein
Bruce Esterman
Donald Eversley
Greg V. Fallick
Hilde Farmer-Brooks
Leslie A. Feiner
Scott D. Feldstein
Susan S. Fering
Maribel Figueroa
Gary N. Finder
Nancy Ellen Finkelstein

Joseph John Wall-Francisco

Scott M. Freeman
Seth J. Freeman
Rochelle Friedlich
Gerald Samuel Frim
Paul Gerard Gagne
Geralyn Gahran Humphrey
Geoffrey R. Garnther
Joseph Daniel Gatto
Pasquale D. Gentile, Jr.
Peter W. Ghizman
Robert H. Gilman
Ross Goldberg
Sharon Gornstein
Wendy L. Grabel
William L. Guerin
John Hanger
Michael P. Healy
Eric A. Heinz
Jesus Hernandez
Deborah Susan Hobbs
Eric Hoffman
William E. Hoffman
Lawrence B. Hollin

Anna Hom
Ronda Gail Horowitz
David M. Howard
Antoinette D. Hubbard
Imogene E. Hughes
Mary Patricia Hugues
Lydia Isales Forsythe
Ward Anthony Jackson
Janina Anne Jaruzelski
Jeffrey E. Jenkins
Matthew Rights Joyner
Laura M. Kaess
Christopher D. Kearns
J. Judge Kelley
Rachel Marks Kipnes
John Philip Kirchner
Neil J. Kleinman
Nancy J. Knauer
Henry James Knies
Jeffrey Alan Korchek
Stephen Christopher Koval
Lawrence Michael Kranzler
Saul Alex Kreps
Ralph Lewis Landy
Sandra L. Lannis
Marc Charles Laredo
Charles S. Laubach
Ann Blair Laupheimer
Tsiwen Law
Judy Marsha Levenstein
Caren Litvin Sacks
Ted S. Lodge
George G. Love, Jr.
Herman Alexander Manuel
Bruce S. Marks
Alison B. Marshall
Jerrilyn Greene Marston
Dawn Martin
Lisa Demet Martin
Timothy Maxwell
Eugenia McGill
James Bradford McIlvain
Katherine D. McManus
Kenneth F. Miller
Karen Ann Mills
James M. Minamoto

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
DOCTOR OF THE SCIENCE OF LAW

August 12, 1983

Syed Imtiaz Ahmed
Phaedon John Kozyris

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Lee Copeland, Dean

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 21, 1984

Kevin P. O'Brien
Linda Maureen Thompson

W. Harrison Matthews
Isaiah Pye, Jr.

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

August 12, 1983

Mu-Fa Chang
Kurt Alan Hагlund
David Whatley Hinson
Yu-De Chen
Rumiko Handa
Simon Hudapith
Juan L. De Szyszlo
Paul Anthony Harding
Michael Ngui King Teng
Robert Ermerins
Robert Wood Hastings
Beth Leslie Glasser
Anthony J. Mazza
Björn M. Odéen

December 22, 1983

Ching-Hwa Chang
Norma Patricia Pavon
Yih-Der Chang
Valuka Phumchusri
Ye-Zen Chen
Yukio Tezuka
Abdelaziz Kraba
Pen-Bin Wu

William Gordon Algie
Patricia Catherine Kucker
Beth Fay Alson
Luis Enrique Longhi
Mark Farrand Aseltine
Anthony J. Mazza
Sandra Diane Bertram
Eugenio Mesta Soule
Lynn Ann Borkenhagen
Norma Patricia Pavon
Rodrigo Enrique Carvajal Reinoso
Valuka Phumchusri
Jill Chamberlain Brookoff
Yukio Tezuka
David Brooks Coe
Pen-Bin Wu
Ruth Reynolds Cook
Erik Robert Johnson
Shellie Adams Curry, III
Shirley Thompson Lamberth
Julia Helen Doern
Demetra Thompson Lamphere
Jean Nelson Doern
Ann Elizabeth Leopold
Jean Nigel Dickson
Scott Jay Kamer
Shirley Thompson Lamphere
William Mahalik
Dana Frank Velez
Peter Vogt Merrell
Ann Elizabeth Leopold
Richard Ernest Mohler, Jr.
Nancy Elizabeth Levinson
Julia Helen Doern
William John Mahalik
William John Mahalik
Peter Vogt Merrell
William John Mahalik
Richard Ernest Mohler, Jr.
Amy Louise Garrett McCoy

May 21, 1984

Sarah Farnsworth Hunnewell
Jeffrey Herbert Pfuhl
Erik Robert Johnson
Joan Grace Pierpoline
Matthew Leonard Johnson
Robert John Puzauskas
Jyh-Mei Jamy Jong
Peter Samuel Quinn
Scott Jay Kamer
Nilo Carlos Regojo
Shirley Thompson Lamphere
Jonathan Alan Richmond
Dana Frank Velez
Elizabeth Seidler
Robert Nigel Dickson
Erik Michael Sternfels
Anthony Edwin Johnson
Morris Wistar Stroud, II
Erik Michael Sternfels
William John Mahalik
Laura Jane Strychalski
William John Mahalik
Mary Edward Tomcay
Amy Louise Garrett McCoy
Simon Jonathan Tickell
Anne Elizabeth Leopold
Allison Jennifer Towers
Nilo Carlos Regojo
Naomi Tsuyuki
Rafael Famba Gomez
Thomas Backer Yang

Note:

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
MASTER OF CITY PLANNING

August 12, 1983

John G. Allen
Habib Mahdi Alshuwaikhat
Yu-De Chen
Chiu-Non Cheng
Peter Gaechter
Jamie A. Martinez
Patricia Thomas Nails
Michael Ngu King Teng
Lisa Hope Orlick
Ellen Elyane Skoler

December 22, 1983

Brett Albert
Peter Nell Bromley
Dorr Steven Fox
Robert William Keith
Cynthia Jeanne Kendall
Abdelaziz Kraba
William Thomas Lavash
Anthony J. Mazza
Eugenio Mesta Soule

Norma Patricia Pavon
Warren Steven Rosenthal
Yukio Tezuka
Christi M. Williams

May 21, 1984

Sharon Paula Barr
Cathy Jane Bernstein
Young Jin Byun
Carly Jean Law
James Gordon Leete
David Paul Loughlin
Jan Scott McIsaac
Robert Frank Meier
Diana Caroline Mendes
Marianne Marie Mrohaly
Frank Mullen
Joshua A. Muskin
Deepti Nanda
Wendy Rebecca Peck

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

May 21, 1984

Jeffrey David Bell
Sarah Suzanne Brannen
Elizabeth Plummer Cornell
Peggy Lynn Cox
Jacqueline Jacovini
Christopher Adrian Jeffers
Janna Rose Hardin Jones
Adam Konigsberg
John Kemp Lee
Luis Enrique Longhi
Adrienne Margolis
Max M. Mason, III
Susan Bradley Marshburn
Robert Laurence Pollien

Jean Amelia Sausele
Alexandra Schulz
Annette Marie Seidenglanz
Daphne Plaisted Taylor
Mary Jane Wallman
Ru-Lan Weng
Joan D. Weston

MASTER OF GOVERNMENTAL ADMINISTRATION

August 12, 1983

Donna Aline Jeffers
Robert Eugene Fisher
Andrew Major
Richard Gregory Migliore

December 22, 1983

Michael James Acker
Robert McCartney, Jr.
Sharon Elizabeth Mader Schwartz
Sara Ann Julius Senft
Joan Shetterly
Shelby Bryan Wilson, III

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
MASTER OF GOVERNMENTAL ADMINISTRATION — Continued

May 21, 1984

John David Brensinger
Robert Dunkle Ford
Terri Marie Golobish

Monique Evelyn Guenin
John David Humphreville
Ramona Missouri Nelson
Rochelle Scott Nichols

Cameron Clarke Staples
Deborah Michelle Suder
Tracy Ann Wurzbach

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

August 12, 1983

Onuoha Anyaogu Kalu

August 12, 1983

Deborah J. Marshall

May 21, 1984

Nancy Lang Balderston
Todd Randall Cole
Maryanne Connelly
Bruce Harrison Dugmore

Allen Keith Folks
Jeremy Adrian Foster

T. M. Chengappa

Mary Pauline Hurley
Cat Eleanor Jones
Carl Erik Karlsson, Jr.
Sung-Kyun Kim
Yoon-Ha Kim
David Robinson Lamb

Hans O. Ophus
Julie E. Regnier

Alice Elmore Richardson
Woo-Chang Shim
Peter Raymond Spellmeyer
Milia Tsaoussis
Sherry Wheat
Carl James Yee
Patricia Laura-Zelzman De Ruvira

MASTER OF REGIONAL PLANNING

August 12, 1983

Nancy Avila De Montero

December 22, 1983

Richard Bruce Ashenfelter, Jr.

May 21, 1984

Flora Maria Garza

Cat Eleanor Jones

David A. Lange

Roger Hart Zanes, III

Elizabeth Owen Titus

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Jan T. Lindhe, Dean

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

August 12, 1983

Rainer Heinz Bergmann
John C. Calhoun
Yung Sheung Chung
Carlos Alberto Garcia

Michael Wayne Lew
Rhonda Sheryl Malater
Mark Alan Richardson

Bahman Sanikhatam
Charles Anthony Schultz
Michael David Smink
George Jay Feldman

December 22, 1983

Linda Barbara Edelson

Joseph George Ghafari

Mahvash Navazesh

May 21, 1984

Marshall Jay Alter
James Vincent Altieri
Frank J. Arico
Mary Ellen Azar
Joseph Azizi
Howard Justin Barsky
Joseph Bruce Bavitz
Cindy M. Behrens
Donald Christopher Belcher
Kenny Bendik
Jeffrey David Bennett
Russ Scott Bergman
Evon Lyle Benson
Lalita Bhattacharya
Jerald Blum
Carl M. Blumstein
Steven Craig Blutfield
John Richard Bonasera
Bryan J. Boosz
Kenneth Welfo Boynton, III
Charles T. Brand
Daniel George Brody
Robert Alan Brody

Mark Bryan Desrosiers
William Edward Dingus
Ellen F. Drazier
Jay Dubin
Keith Lawrence Dunoff

Mitchell Lewis Eber

Mark William Evans
Egidio A. Farone
Edward James Farrell
Kristina Evelyn Farrow
David Jeffrey Feit
Cecile Arlene Feldman
Scott Hale Fellows
Richard Neal Feuer
Joseph Stewart Fishbein
Joan Dorothy Francis
Bruce Michael Freme
Robert Dallas Funk
Donna Lisa Galante

Jean de Dios Garcia

John Anthony Gawkil
Matthew Dennis Gemp
Thomas Edmond George
Jonathan Lee Goldenthal
David Aaron Goodman
Wanda Celeste Gordon
Mary Raymond Greco
Mitchell Seth Greenberg
Andrew Bryan Gross
Carrie M. Grossman

Jeffrey Albert Guay

Anthony David Guerrieri
Robert S. Gurmankin
Mark Lee Harris
Michael Benjamin Heller
Paul Douglas Hoffstein
Brian Paul Hogan
James Huber
James Garvin Hupp
Patrice Ierardi
Steven Craig Isaacson
Joseph John Iuliano
David Mark Jacobowitz

Cynthia Jakubas
Pamela Gayle Jensen-Doray
Jeffrey Kane
Neil Gary Kanner
Michael Katz
Joseph Linden Keefer
Louis Peter Kenyon
Stephen William Kielceski
John Y. Kim
Ross Evan Kline
David M. Klugman
Annette Love Kriegel
Michael Evan Kushner
Laurence Clifford Leff
Leonard Scott Leff
Eric John LePine
Eric Mitchell Levine
Chaim Simcha Levy
Harold M. Levy
Keith David Libou
Lisa Faith Lieberman
Jane Ellen Ligums
Steven W. Linn
Wayne William Maibaum
Larry P. Markel
Michael Wayne Migdal
Jane Miller-Levinson
Anthony John Molesphini
Gary Michael Nassif
John Cava Newland
Augustus Nogueira, Jr.
David Allan O'Brien
Bruce E. Parad
Paul H. Pasternack
Niranjana Patel
Jennifer L. Paterson
Michael Scott Paul
Brenda Gail Paulen
Steven Jeffrey Platt
Barbara S. Portnoy
Alena Elizabeth Raidl
Austin Scott Rednor
Richard Dean Riddle, II

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Mollie Emery Herring

Jerald Neil Rosenberg
Suzanne Jill Rubenstein
Jane A. Russo
Joseph Alden Sandberg
Marcia Evelyn Scheuer
A. M. Véronique Schloch
Stuart M. Schnall
Bruce Jay Schneider
Joseph George Schweighardt, III
Matthew Marc Segal
Susan Hughes Sell

Brett William Shecter
Jonathan Avram Ship
Michael Stuart Shreck
Brian David Simpson
Thomas J. Simrell
Jeffrey R. Smith
Michael R. Smith
Stephen Allan Solomon
Eric Lance Spieler
Wendy Joan Stavrides Hupp
Thomas Andrew Stegemann

Gregory Stephens
Seniboye Berembo Tienabeso
Ezra Avraham Eliezer Trachtenberg
Richard M. Valenei
Robert Scott Van Ess
James Anthony Vito
Carl Henry Voss, Jr.

THE SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

'Thomas Erik Netland
Virginia Niebuhr
John Gregory Pantalo

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE—Continued

Gary J. Patronek
Russell Hankins Patterson
Stephen James Peoples
Brenda Elizabeth Perkins
Debra W. Petracarco
Catherine Ann Picut
Joan Poster
Gray Alan Raiczyk
James Leroy Reed, Jr.
Scott Allan Rhoads
Donald Gordon Rosie
Joseph Alvin Scott
Daniel Roy Silverberg
John Kevin Sinniger
James J. Skelley
Rose Ann Smiley
Howard Steinberg
Ann Stohlman
Carol Diane Swandby
William Michael Sweeney
Margarita Eifelina Vazquez
Kenneth William Volk, Jr.
Alice Sara Weiss
Stephen George Winton
Amy Jane Worrell
Debra Beth Zimmerman

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Dell H. Hymes, Dean

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

August 12, 1983

Jan Arnold
Carole Sara Baker
Sally Strobel Bartman
Roy Anthony Calarese
Ingrid Mary Chrusco
Alan Donald Feegley
Barbara Carol Gelman
Suzanna Grisman
Howard James Hagan
Maria Vesci Hallman
Melvyn Hammarberg
Regina Patricia Hines

Jane Colman LaMotte
Virginia S. LaRossa
Mark Leenay
Beth Louise MacDonald
Patricia Korenves Mallamud
Judith Taeko Matsunobu
Siobhan McNaney
Barbara A. Mitchell
Sonya Maria Mocarski
Laura Jean Nash
Anne Goulding Parkin

December 22, 1983

Madeline R. Aneli-Werner
Shirley Brown
Keith Francis DeMaio
Carolyn Mueller Dignam
Elizabeth A. Flemming

Mallory L. Greenberg
John West Hornor
Daniel H. S. Karger
Cathleen Marie Kinsella

May 21, 1984

Inge Maria Bancroft
Penelope Barfield-Venet
Gail Chilenski Battista
Della Barr Brooks
Katharine Susan Bressler
Adelle Phyllis Cassidy
Amy DuPuy Celentano
Michelle Lee Cohen
Timothy Lee Culp
Anna-Maria Monica DaCosta
Colleen Davis

Lynne C. Greenbaum
Monica Galeota Hamill
Linda Hong
Lawrence Daniel Jackson
Stephen Thomas Jones
Susan A. Keiffer
Joseph Gregory Kosciw
David Cluett Kurland
Susan Emily Ledwell
Mary Rebecca Leuchak
Goldie K. Levin
Lisa Faith Lieberman
Renate M. Lind
William Alfred Madison, Jr.
Deborah D. Maine
Irene Malinowski
Kathleen Robin Mangle
Walter John Matweychuk

Delinda Erma Mercer
Judith Zettel Nathanson
Vicki Faye Pasco
Charlene G. Polio
Carla Jean Repsher
Valerie Hope Root
Robert Everett Schiller
Jane A. Schreiber
Christopher Raymond Schuck
Deborah Lynne Smed
Damaris Eloise South
Catherine Jean Stover
Mary Elena Torres
Pamela Sue Toub
Harriet Joyce Wachs
Jack Chungkai Yu
John H. Zurn

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

August 12, 1983

Edward Sam Beck
Saundra Sterling Epstein

John Steven Bakken
Susan Margaret Blair
Karen Silver Brown
Jerome J. Cammarata

December 22, 1983

Mary Ellen Costello
Jeanne Sandra Cranks
Mervil Elizabeth Haas Dorr
Carolyn Berglund Keeffe
Joseph Everett McSparran

May 21, 1984

Sarah E. Anderson
James J. Bonner
Edward Leon Collymore
Nicholas J. Corbo
Barbara Frank Drizin
Janet M. Farahmand
Peter Campbell Grande

THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Louise P. Shoemaker, Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

December 22, 1983

Carol Ostby Hochstrasser

May 21, 1984

Artelia Holmes Alexander
Christine Marie Antonelli
Kathryn Marie Bell
Monique Leslie Bernstein
Beth Marya Blough
Veronica Charity Cepero
Jacquelynn Sara Chamberlain
Carol Thompson Collins
Kimberlee Fritz Comerford
Giselle Carvalho Coutinho-Slaugh
Susan Claire Cutter
Darlene Alice Cutter
Evelyn Charle Dougherty
Karen Drimer
Diane Melissa Ellis

Susan Roberta Glaser
Allan Lee Goldberg
Wendi Joy Hoffman
Evelyn Juanita Hyson
Anne Karamessinis
Cynthia Virginia Kates
Margarita Uraka Katsioloudes
Dana Lynn Kazan
Teressa A. Kramer
Margaret Shera Lawrence
Leslie Anne Leeds
Cheryl King Lyons
Mary Ann Mason
Marilynn Lee Barbara Matelyan
Marie-Lucile Mauboussin

John Allen Mazzitello
Arlene Ann Menna
Elizabeth Ann Powell
Gary Mark Rainey
Kathi Ann Ricciardelli
Pamela Jo Roth
Katharine Anne Rumpler
Carole Rukovski
Lisa Renee Savage
Leslie Beth Sklar
Carolyn Delphine Thompson
Brother David Martin Trichtinger, FSC
Laurie Susan Wallenrod
Donna L. Young
Lorri Jeanne Young

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
DOCTOR OF SOCIAL WORK

August 12, 1983

Robenia Baker
Gary
Valerie Garber
Gladfelter
Ronald Eugene
Myers

December 22, 1983

Winston Lee Collins

May 21, 1984

Anthony Francis Bruno
Ira Christopher
Colby

Patricia Ann
Reid-Bookhart
Aram Levon
Terzian

Gayle Yvonne Phillips

DOCTOR OF SOCIAL WORK

August 12, 1983

Michael George Campell
Paul B. D'Ari
Julia Rae Dobrow
Barry Evan Dornfeld
Richard Robert Gross
James Cronin Hoefling
Hoonsoon Kim Jang

Anne Munsh Jenson
Diane Lois Lobett
Eugene John Michaud
Stanley John Pietlock, Jr.
Joel Scott Reish
Pamela Lee Sankar

DOCTOR OF SOCIAL WORK

August 12, 1983

Beatrice McMahon

January 11, 1984

Brenda Lee Reed

THE ANNENBERG SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS

George Gerbner, Dean

MASTER OF ART'S IN COMMUNICATIONS

August 12, 1983

Beatrice McMahon

December 22, 1983

Vivek Raj Bammi
Janet Carol Boakes
Kathleen Ann Byrne

Gregory Charles Gable
Ira Arthur Greenberg
Lisa Helen Henderson
Chien Joanna Lei

Jeffrey James McDowell
Sikandra Spain
Nandini Sud

May 21, 1984

Michael George Campell
Paul B. D'Ari
Julia Rae Dobrow
Barry Evan Dornfeld
Richard Robert Gross
James Cronin Hoefling
Hoonsoon Kim Jang

Anne Munsh Jenson
Diane Lois Lobett
Eugene John Michaud
Stanley John Pietlock, Jr.
Joel Scott Reish
Pamela Lee Sankar

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Candidates will be presented by Marion Oliver, Associate Provost.

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 12, 1983

Etanbibi E. 'Molu Alemika
Paul J. Angiolillo
Dorothy Tyyne Atwood
James Finlay Barlow
Ann Basset
Beverly Ann Beard
Lee Ann Iovanni

Kimberly Lou Kempf
Takashi Kubo
Jeffrey Ray Kuhn
Michele Susan Mandel
Francis Joseph Mendicino
Julie Abigail Najjar

Emmanuel Uda Olouw
Donna Marie Papsun
Helen Romanczuk
Randall Michael Savoie
Harry Edward Seidel
Gustavo Soto
Eduardo Borbe Torres

Robert Scott Block
Thomas Francis Davis
Frank Joshua Dein
Manuel Diaz-Cruz
Amy Jeanette Gerber

Joyce Arlyse Griffin-Keene
Merly Komala
Nofatos Nganga Munyu
James Douglas Oenick
Patricia Santone

December 22, 1983

Kimberly Lou Kempf
Takashi Kubo
Jeffrey Ray Kuhn
Michele Susan Mandel
Francis Joseph Mendicino
Julie Abigail Najjar

Emmanuel Uda Olouw
Donna Marie Papsun
Helen Romanczuk
Randall Michael Savoie
Harry Edward Seidel
Gustavo Soto
Eduardo Borbe Torres

Robert Gene Sharrar
James Edward Stover
Theodora Alexander Tsongas
Robert Yee

May 21, 1984

June 19, 1984

Yongyudh NaNagara
Hussien Olouw
Percival Edward Pereira
Darmawan Masud Rahman
A. Elliott Rittenhouse, Jr.
Andrew James Russell
Hormayoon Saghafi
David Edward Sanderson
Steven Welyman Scott
Takao Shino
Cathrynn Burns Smith
David James Smith
Lynn Snyder-Mackler
Seryanin Senth
Somyod Tangmeelarp
Abdelhossam Turkshamsa
Priscilla Elizabeth Taylor
Mark Bradley-Thompson
Yong Tai Tsih
Sementtin Turkoz
Gerald Lee Weiler
Andre Ziemicki

FMMA

MASTER OF ARTS

August 12, 1983

James Rufus Abbott
David William Adams
Mohammad Ahmad Al-Arabi
Kennett Aschan
Amy L. Attas

Lawrence Stephen Barham
Felicie Lyn Bedford
John Francis Benoit
Brooks Alan Terence Bitterman
Douglas Bernard Buchholz

Una Mary Cadegan
Rodigo Victor Carvajal
Camilo Enrique Castellon
Martin Cherkes
Anne Regina Cleary

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
MASTER OF ARTS—Continued

Thea Teddy Diamond
William Michael Feeley, III
Gladys Susan Feinich
Susan Macalpine Foshay
Mary Ebun Fowlis
Linda P. Gross
Ann Cox Halkett
James Bogart Heimowitz
Bruce William Herdman
Susan Lynn Hildebrandt
Simona Julietta Hill
Martin Kieren Holdrich
Yoko Ichikawa
 Andre Charles Jeannin
Kazuko Hokumen Jones
Kyung Woo Kang
Gwynne Ayresworth Kennedy
Cynthia Marie Lavin
Jacquelyn Sue Litt
Nicholas Loukidis
Marcia Caryl Magid
Carol Elizabeth Mattey
John Ernest May
Linda Jane Nelson
Susan Kay Nolen-Hoeksema
Hung Huy Phan

December 22, 1983

Nancy L. Beck
Graziella Bertocchi
Earle Chaffield Blakeman
Diane Edith Bloch
Christine Bowditch
John Olin Browder
Rebecca A. Brown
Sylvia Elisabeth Brown
Michael J. Chiappinelli
Parichat Chotiya
Christopher Braulin Coleman
Rafael Del Villar
Graham Nelson Drake
Aileen Marie Evans
Ronald Stephen Everett
Richard Freedman
Paolo Antonio Fulghieri
Marsha Lynn Genensky
Jonathon William Goodman
Edward Thomas Guilason

Nodie Namba Hadar
Zahi Abass Hawass
Barbara Jane Heath
Robert Rau Holzer
David Laurence Hundermark
Barbara Sack Illowsky
Susan Scanlon Jones
Evelyn May Kachline
Wolfgang Lutz
Philip A. Maneval
Bruce Gordon McWilliams
Eva Nicole Meyer
Benjamin Ochsorn
Philip Morgan Parker
Leslie Goldman Pumphrey
Marybeth Reed
Peter Sheid Reed
Dorothy Jones Robertson
Lars Hendrik Roller
Julie Rosenbaum

Richard Evan Rubin
Glenn Duane Rudebusch
Ruth Miriam Schwarz
Paolo Siconolfi
Cherene L. Snyder
Robert Stanley Snyder, Jr.
Eduardo Sojo
Dirck Whitney Storm
Nancy Lynne Taylor
Andrew David Tomlinson
Gregory John Turner
Kathryn Ann Tuten
Patrice Pierre Van de Walle
Stephen Van Mouwerik
Marie Elena Vieira Branco
Kevin Alan Weeks
Keith Steven Weintraub
Mary Alice Weiss Cummins
Mark Ian Wilson
Shiro Yamada

Said Mohammad Alsaid
Carol Lee Armstrong
Benjamin David Asare
Assaad Elia Azzi
Jane Soo-Yun Bang
Jacques Patrick Barber
Bruce Randolph Barnes
Karin Michael Basta
David Rene Begun
Robin Leigh Bender
Jean Barrett Blakeman
Barbara J. Brunner
Elizabeth Morrison Bull-Mendez
Gene Burns
Helen Ruth Byerly
Victoria Carchidi
Constantijn Anton Claessens
Robert Joseph Coffman
Shoshana R. Cohen
Consuelo Lydia Contini

Mary Angele Corcoran
Margaret Kruesi Craig
Stephanie A. J. Dangel
Jonathan Connolly Devlin
Bernard R. Delbecque
Peter Matthew Dillon
R. B. Drennan, Jr.
Arthur Frederic Emerson
Rickey Carrollo Ethridge
Vincent Joseph Evangelisti, Jr.
Jill Elaine Evans
Karen Falk
Rita Mirella Fernandez diDominico
Michael Lee Finnell
Mary Elisabeth Fissell
Edward David Frank, II
John Richardson Freeman, Jr.
Joel Timothy Fry
Ann Elizabeth Gabriel
Jamie A. Gable
Vanessa Northington Gamble
Ralph Robert Georg Gilchrist

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY—Continued

Muthana Jamal Albayaty  
Edna Antonian  
Lawrence Sigmund Backlund  
Joanna Maria Balcarek  
Thomas Joseph Francis Baranowski, Jr.  
Leslie Carlisle Bland  
Carlo-Andrea Bolino  
Edward Michael Bonder  
Edwin Heron Boswell  
Evelyn Joy Bowers  
Fredric Richard Brandfon  
Daniel Paul Bybell  
Cary Shung Chao  
Arlen Frank Chase  
Sy-Hwa Chen  
Larry Clark  
Winston Albert Davis  
Marco Antonio de Oliveira  
Jerome Benoit Detemple  
Richard Alan DiDio  
David Peter DiVincenzo  
Dennis Michael Dunn  
Judith T. Ebby  
Geraldine A. Edwards  
Ibrahim Mohamed Elkaddi  
Carol Ann Facella  
Jane Daphne Flood  
Katharine Gordon Frase  
Peter Warren Howard  
Linda Ann Hughes  
Nancy Irene Hutchinson  
Susan Scanlon Jones  
Margot Mary Kane  
Akut Karaman  
Sue Ann Keilbaugh  
Kamel Khalilzadeh Khalili  
Sara Elisabeth Kimball  
Muriel Kiskirkpatrick  
Deborah Susan Kitz  
Michael Joshua Klette  
Lloyd Kiyoshi Komatsu  
Joan Ruth Lerner  
Thomas Seton Leyh  
Wu-Hung Liu  
Wolfgang Lutz  
Pamela E. Mack  
Edson Da Cunha Mahfuz  
Meir Matalon  
Steven Joseph Matusz  
Christina A. Michelmore  
James Callaway Moss  
Mark Henderson Munn  
Rosaria Vignolino Munson  
Kent Campbell Myers  
Nobuo Ogawa  
Kenneth Wayne Parker  
Nicolas Andreou Petasis

December 22, 1983

Alexandra Maddox Hepburn  
Adrian Susan Hoch  
David Kevin Horne  
Peter Warren Howard  
Linda Anne Hughes  
Nancy Irene Hutchinson  
Susan Scanlon Jones  
Margot Mary Kane  
Akut Karaman  
Sue Ann Keilbaugh  
Kamel Khalilzadeh Khalili  
Sara Elisabeth Kimball  
Carl Edward Kirkpatrick  
Deborah Susan Kitz  
Michael Joshua Klette  
Lloyd Kiyoshi Komatsu  
Joan Ruth Lerner  
Thomas Seton Leyh  
Wu-Hung Liu  
Wolfgang Lutz  
Pamela E. Mack  
Edson Da Cunha Mahfuz  
Meir Malul  
Steven Joseph Matusz  
Christina A. Michelmore  
James Callaway Moss  
Mark Henderson Munn  
Rosaria Vignolino Munson  
Kent Campbell Myers  
Nobuo Ogawa  
Kenneth Wayne Parker  
Nicolas Andreou Petasis

A. W. A. D. G. Abayasekara  
Ahmed Sofi Abutaleb  
Edward Dennis Adams  
Rowland Omodeo Agbele  
Robert Steven Aibel  
Hanson A. Art   
Anthony Paul Andrews  
Gad Ariav  
Gloyd Hesham Attia  
Thomas Hall Barringer  
Roger Adam Barthelson  
Deborah Rose Baskin  
Barry Louis Bayus  
Bruce William Bellingham  
Khalid Benabdellali  
Mitchell Stuart Berlin  
Mark Allen Bernstein  
Bonita Birnbaum Blazer  
Bonnie L. Blazer-Yost  
Meredith Bond  
Richard John Bookman  
Anne Rebecca Bower  
Deborah Evelyn Braig  
Etta Bender  
Donald Lee Brittain  
Daniel Lee Brookfield

May 21, 1984

William Walter Budd  
Karen Ann Buhler-Wilkerson  
John Caks  
Maria Catedra  
Judy Chinn  
Shih-Yann Chen  
Shin-Yih Chen  
Yih-Ning Chen  
Martin Cherkes  
Chung-Shuan Chen  
Remo Chiatti  
Jay P. L. Clifford  
David Michael Cooper  
Paulo Cesar Coutinho  
Hamid Danash  
Sheila A. Dauer  
Zohreh Davanipour  
Elke Talieh Dayton  
Nancy Anne Denton  
Iva Ellen Deutchman  
Stephen Michael Dillon  
Fulad Elias Doany  
Lawrence William Dolan  
David Charles Doughty, Jr.  
Gary M. Drewry  
Daniel Jonh-Luoh Duann  
Alexis McNulty Durham, III  
Chaim Meyer Ehrman  
Gillian Einstein  
Andrea Susan Eltingoff  
Bruce Albert Ferrr  
Angelica Paola Forti-Lewis  
Pauline Poole Foster  
Michael Harold Frey  
Nick Furio  
Deirdre Anne Garvan  
Robert Gjerdingen  
Ann Louise Gilligan  
Kevin Marlin Gosner  
John Huss Green  
Jamie Joyce Greene  
Judith Birnbaum Grinspan  
Victoria Guerra  
Leslie Adler Guth  
James Edgar Heti  
Margaret H. Heuser  
Ahmed Hussein Haroun  
Charles Webster Hedrick, Jr.  
Edwin Jay Heilweil  
Hannah Jane Hiles  
Margarethe E. Hoogland

Note:  
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY—Continued

Marsha Hoffman-Williamson
John Michael Hogan

Doug Alan Holaday
Soyoung Hong

Yoshitane Horiuchi
Konrad E. Huppi

Lehtyen Huang
Thomas Michael Hyde
Oh-Seok Hyun

William Mark Imanacovic
Bruce Ira Jacob
Lars Gerhard Jensen
Shaul Tch Juang

Richard Barry Kenner
Judith Ann Kates
Qaiser Mahmood Khan
Ronald Charles Kiener
Kyung-Soo Kim
Noshik Kim

James Urey Korein
Gary Alan Koretsky
Yuzo Kumasaka
Carol Ruth Capra Kuniholm

Yimn Anic Leef
Matthew Ira Lawson
George Fisher List
Larry Morgan Logue

Dean Christopher Ludwig
Barbara Ann Lynch
Michael Malamas
Jane A. Malloy

Kevin A. McCabe
Angela Mae Moore McLain
Joseph George McVeigh
Ronald Lee Menisky
Sheryl Lynne Meyer

Gilford Dexter Kendo Mhloyi
Marvellous Maynard Mhloyi
Vaughn Flores Montes
Robert Joseph Moore
Margaret Mary Mulqueen
Mary Esther Murrell
Jeffrey Rayner Myers
John Martin Myhill

Jonathan Michael Naylor
Joao Santos Neves
Clifton Gern-Ng Ngai
Kishory Subramani-Nikhit
Emmanuel J. Nsien
Anthony Anech-Eronwo-onyi
Konglin Maxengear
Jean-Francois Orsini
Demetris Panagiotou Paphatjis
Lisa Diane Pfefferle
Ellen Gilbert Pfendter
Marilynn Josephine Phillips

Jinpoel Pobukadee
Alicia Pousada
Thomas Joseph Power
Gerald Marc Radack
Alicia Rand
Eric Franklin Rappaport
Roger Kenneth Ravier
Peter Bart Reiner
Jean Mary Roberts
Patricia DiPietro Rodilosso
Peter Michael Rojewicz
Edson Rondinelli

Reinid Den Schaffir
Robert Joseph Schlosser
Teresa Marie Schnorr

Gisela Grete Schonrock
Edward Mark Schortman
Sandie Raye Seigal
Gregg Leonard Semenza
Donna Shai

Yuan Shyr
Glenn Tatsuro Shimamoto
Shlomit Shulov-Barkan
Javad Siah

Rekhsana A. Siddiqui
Geoffrey Slaff
Marius Mihai Solomon
Richard Steven Steinberg
James Maria Szymbor
Fern Tablin

Robert Christian Teter
Earle Spencer Taylor
Meru Thakur
Susan Carol Thornton

Edmund Neville Todd, III
Gail Virginia Tyler
L. G. Vasanthi

Nikolaos Anastassiu-Vlechopoulos
Gerard Vockley
DiAnne Walters

Martha Bauman Waring-Chaffee
Mary Alice Weiss
Stephen Edward Weise
Katherine Mary Weisz

Frederick A. Winter
Christopher Wnuk
Benda Yan
Yoshihiro Yoshino

Elman Mehmet Zeytinoglu
Robert Elliot Zipkin
Elizabeth Berman Zuch

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Certificates

GENERAL HONORS PROGRAM

May 21, 1984

Robert Akins
Mark Allen
Kenneth Austin
Paul Boben
Alan Bowser
Allan Brown
Brian T. Carney
Andrew Clark
Charles Clark
Douglas Clark
Lawrence Creswell
John Cross
Nicholas Difazio
Hillary M. Doerr
Lior Evan
Paul Fegley
Daniel Fischberg
Steven D. Gackenbach
Michael A. Goldstein

William Graham
Josef Gurian
Stephanie Hamarman
Constance Drummond Harsh
Steven Hassler
Randi Hutter
Chris Jagel
Evan Katz
David Kerr
Leigh Kimberg
Pamela Laiks
Daniel Lowenstern
Allen Maizes
Elizabeth Mansfield
Daniel Melvin
Ethan Montag
Janusz Mrozek
Thomas M. O'Brien

David Onsager
Julia Paley
Lincoln Pao
Sonja Potrebic
Richard Primoff
Tara Rachinsky
Jeffrey N. Rein
Edward Rimland
Jennifer Roberts
Roman Salij
Randall Schilling
Adam Sexton
Beth Slikas
Linda Shore
Randi Strudler
Bruce Vanderhoff
Margot Waldman
John Weinkopf
Samuel Weinstein

DENTAL HYGIENE (School of Dental Medicine)

December 22, 1983

Amy Davis Gordon

May 21, 1984

Janet Sheri Bernstein
Pamela Ann Binkley
Kimberly Ann Dondici
Blythe Talene Evans
Rika Furukawa
Christine Marie Gerwels

Paula Grant
M. Julie Lewis
Kathleen Sara McAdoo
Diane Marie Mears
Judy Paolillo

Leslie Jane Ricefield
Bonnie Lyn Schwartz
Darlene A. Shantz
Karen L. Shelton
Joann Elise Sindoni
Randi L. Spitz

ADVANCED DENTAL EDUCATION (School of Dental Medicine)

May 21, 1984

Endodontics

Leslie Robert Elfenbein
Francine Trzeciak Cwyk

Stephen Paul Niemczyk

Peter Velvart
Zu-Pyn Yang

General Dentistry

Robert Joseph Bernstein
Meridith Colman Bogert
Kenneth Christopher Carsto
Robert Alan Dores

Thomas Ervin Gluck
Steven Mark Gilson
Edward Jeffrey Kozinn
Vanessa Ann Morenzi

Steven Walter Oates, Jr.
Jeffrey A. Sibner
Cornelius J. Sullivan
Michael David Yasner

General Practice Residency

Steven Eric Haas

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery

Robert Darrell Whitley

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Orthodontics

James Gordon Barrer
Stanley Mark Einbinder
Peter Michael Greco

Herbert Kenneth Land, III
Matthew Henry Lee

Robert Marc Benedon
Nicholas A. Cucharale, Jr.
Bruce Alan Edelstein

Joel Elliot Elfman

Debra Lois Jeffries

Paul Yuan-Chiang Lee
Joel Elliot Elfman
Peter Wing Hong Ngan

Pedodontics

Panagiotis Plessas

Iaac Garazi

Robert Alan Levine

Peter Wing Hong Ngan

Periodontics

Orthodontics

Robert Marc Benedon
Nicholas A. Cucharale, Jr.
Bruce Alan Edelstein

Joel Elliot Elfman

Debra Lois Jeffries

Panagiotis Plessas

Robert Marc Benedon
Nicholas A. Cucharale, Jr.
Bruce Alan Edelstein

Joel Elliot Elfman

Debra Lois Jeffries

Glenn Steven Ludwig
David Jonathan Fox
Panagiotis Plessas

ADVANCED CERTIFICATE (School of Social Work)

May 21, 1984

Bruce Cleveland Abel
Carol Ann Cobb-Nettleton
James H. Feldman
R. Kevin Grigsby

Edward Philip Hanna
Carol Jean Hicks
Robin Stewart Johnson
Mickal Kaunuee Kamuvaka

Edgar Philip Hanna
Carol Jean Hicks
Robin Stuart Johnson
Mickal Kaunuee Kamuvaka

Myrian M. Matos
John George's Vafeas
R. Laura Wechsler
Bartholomew Kwaku Yeboah

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDY (Graduate School of Education)

August 12, 1983
Howard A. Dolgin

December 22, 1983
Alex G. May

VELIGHT CERTIFICATE IN URBAN DESIGN (Graduate School of Fine Arts)

December 22, 1983
Valuka Phumchusri

May 21, 1984
Allan Folks
Naomi Tsuyuki

CERTIFICATE IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION (Graduate School of Fine Arts)

December 22, 1983
Christine A. Scott

May 21, 1984
Sara Jane Elk
Jacqueline V. Prior

Sondra S. Scott

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Commissions

DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE

Frederick Tweed, Major, U.S. Army, Interim Director, Army Officer Education Program

The following graduates, members of the Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps, University of Pennsylvania, who have completed the course of instruction in Military Science, are being commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army.

May 21, 1984

Christopher B. Broer
Andrew P. Brown
Paul Cheselka
Matthew T. Clarke
Roland F. de Marcellus
Suzanne C. Drabik
Gregory J. Fichtl
Elizabeth A. Kerrigan
Sunny A. M. Koshy

Jeffrey R. McCurdy
James O. McGovern, Jr.
Joseph H. O'Bryan
Andre I. Sega

DEPARTMENT OF NAVAL SCIENCE

Ronald F. Ball, Captain, U.S. Navy, Director, Naval Officer Education Program

The following students in the Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps, who have completed the course of instruction in Naval Science, are being commissioned Ensign, U.S. Navy.

May 21, 1984

Virginia R. Callahan
Yon K. Cho
Evan H. Esaki
Shelly M. Hammon
Eric N. Hallberg
Darrel S. Hicks
Jeffrey M. Hoover
Christopher J. Hoshko
Eric F. Howlett
James R. Kershaw
Bradley Klock
Erica T. Krause
Eric G. Levin

John C. Murphy
David A. Reynolds
Jason L. Riggs
Harlan M. Sands
Stephen V. Stibler
Michael S. Villand
Michael E. Walsh

The following students in the Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps, who have completed the course of instruction in Naval Science, are being commissioned 2nd Lieutenants, U.S. Marine Corps.

May 21, 1984

Timothy E. Games
Michal Kowalski
Craig D. Mills

John D. Shinnick

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Principal Undergraduate Academic Honor Societies

The following students have been elected in the past year to the principal scholastic honor society in their respective schools for their outstanding achievements in all their academic work throughout their undergraduate courses of study.

PHI BETA KAPPA (Liberal Arts)
Delta of Pennsylvania

August 12, 1983

Steven Holtsberg

PHI BETA KAPPA (Liberal Arts)
Delta of Pennsylvania

May 21, 1984

Jonathan S. Schrieber

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
PHI BETA KAPPA—Continued

Barbara M. Wasserman
Rivka D. Wasserman
Christopher Waychoff
Robert F. Weil
Howard L. Weiner
Marc S. Whitman
Rona M. Wittels
Alan A. Wolan
Kenneth H. Wolfe
Patricia D. Wood
Sallanne K. Wood
Michael R. Zenn

BETA GAMMA SIGMA (Business Administration)
Alpha of Pennsylvania

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS
May 21, 1984

Jason Abrams
Oren B. Azar
Martyn Spencer Babitz
Steven N. Blau
Alan C. Bowser
Robert J. Bryne
Eduardo A. Cukier
Michael A. Domanico
Matthew S. Farber
Paul A. Fegley
Glenn D. Fogel
Jodi M. Forman
Robert H. Friedman
David Furfine
Barry S. Gang
Kenneth Y. Goldberg
David Greenblatt
Steven J. Greene
James N. Guller
Holly J. Halikman
Peter I. Higgins
Adam Hodes
Larry W. Hunter
Michael Konigsberg
Ann I. Kotlar
Kenneth B. Kranseler
Romnesh Lamba
Karen E. Lapinsky
Jay R. Merves
David L. Michaels
Walter R. Naylor
Ronald A. Paulus
Lisa A. Pols
Stacey H. Rosenberg
Stuart M. Rothenberg
Marc J. Rowan
Donn A. Rubin
Bruce A. Sandys
Howard B. Schiller
Eric S. Schwartz
Jeffrey A. Scott
Jane Scripunas
Jordan B. Seaman
Marc E. Segal
Elise G. Sellars
Gail M. Silberthau
Lisa R. Sockett
Wayne R. Sorgel
Andrea L. Turk
Stanley C. Wang
Barbara M. Wasserman
Marc D. Wasserman

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
May 21, 1984

James F. Adams, III
Corey A. Barbarovich
Jeff M. Barmeyer
Alan J. Blackburn
Ronald V. Burke
Samuel R. Chapin
Vincent R. DePalma
Stanley G. Deutsch
Daniel P. Foley
James C. Furnivall
Piercarlo Gera
John P. Gibbons
Frank M. Hatheway
Ruth A. Hooley
Robert R. Jackson
Scott M. Jenkins
Mary Chen Johnson
Joseph A. Jolson
Chong Lim Kim
Wayne A. Palladino
Richard S. Perelman
Victoria M. Posner
Franco Quillico
Morgan L. Scott
George Graham Smith, III
William W. Sprague
Glenn H. Tongue
Francois P. Truc
Michael H. Walker
Susan M. Ward
Richard Zandi

TAU BETA PI (Engineering)
Delta of Pennsylvania
May 21, 1984

Mark Allen
John Armstrong
Jill Bauman
Richard Brandwein
Charlotte A. Burren
Mark Carlebach
Kou-Shu Chang
Susan Dymecki
Robert Gaiser
Sherif Gobran
Kristanu Gupta
Alan Herschenfeld

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
TAU BETA PI—Continued

William Hirschberg  
David Horing  
Mark Kaplan  
Eileen Kessler  
Ronald Koenig  
Pamela Laiks  
Louis Lamprinakos  
Karen Lange  
Vincent Lesch  
Arthur Magnus  
Kevin Maguire  
David Marchetti  

John E. Moyer  
Andrew K. Myers  
David O’Neill  
Suzanne Pauley  
Ronald Pearlstein  
Rebecca Rechenik  
Steven Phillips  
Mark Pillarella  
Mark Pochapin  
Bruce Rabe  
David Resnick  
Bruce C. Robertson  
Daniel Rozinski  

Paul V. Santello  
David Talton  
Jeffrey Teitel  
Kenneth Goldberg  
Michael D’Antonio  
John F. Summers  
Kenneth W. Farinsky  
Jeffrey M. Rosenbluth  
Kenneth Sibila  
Russell Benamy  
Jacqueline Shwab  
Eric R. Bober

ETA KAPPA NU (Engineering)

May 21, 1984

Ted Bapty  
Jill Bauman  
Stephen Bennett  
Carolyn Brown  
Amy Burrer  
Peter Goettle  
Daniel Golub  
Gary Hatke  
William Hirschberg  

David Horing  
Peter Hottenrott  
Sheldon Kugelmass  
Pam Laiks  
Karen Lange  
Zachary Lau  
Arthur Magnus  
Theodore Marks  
Gady Nemirovsky  
Kathy Nitzberg  

Fran Olivieri  
Steven Phillips  
David Resnick  
Abigail Schweber  
Marc Spaulding  
David Talton  
Ivan Wemple  
Robert Yaccarino  
Paul Zemsky

SIGMA THETA TAU (Nursing)

Xi of Pennsylvania

May 21, 1984

Penelope Bazarth  
Deane R. Blucher  
Louise Burke  
Gayle Byerly  
Cheryl Lynn Champy-Welsh  
Patricia Chichon  
Kathleen Connolly  
Linda A. Dalmanisth  
David T. Deery  
Lynnee Deneka  
Margaret Doorley  
Margaret Ebers  
Linda J. Escher-Davis  
Donna M. Feickert  
Susan L. Feinstei  
Laurie Anne Ferguson  
Linda French  
Leslie Anne Frodema  
Kristie Jo Gere  
Tina Giacoma  
Debra M. Giuttari  
Karen J. Goldman  

Barbara Gottschalk  
Sharon D. Greenstein  
Carol Anne Gullo  
Mary J. Hale  
Barbara Theresa Handloff  
Mary Josephine Healey  
Elizabeth C. Herington  
Barbara d’Amato Herr  
Wendy Hobbie  
Marie Hogarty  
Claudia Horowitz  
Linda S. Houser  
Barbara Ann Koch  
Carol S. Kovach  
Audrey Lancer  
Christine M. Luska-Moraca  
Joyce B. Lederman  
Ruth E. McGonigal  
Gwen Gamble Murphy  
Susan Nudelman  
Brenda K. Proctor  

Dian Sara Reesser  
Kathleen E. Reilly  
Carol Richards  
Sharon L. Rockstroh  
Anne Marie Rossley  
Beatriz Sanchez  
Susan Seifert  
Dianne Shapiro  
Jeanne E. Simpson  
Robin D. Small  
Robin Snowdon  
Toba L. Spector  
Linda M. Sulzbach  
Nan E. Tobias  
Melissa B. Tobin  
Ellen Uricchio  
Kathleen D. Villanueva  
Dolores M. Walezak  
Christine Wanich  
Amy R. Wishner  
Andrea M. Wolf  
Ellen Wormser

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Faculty Honors

LINDBACK AWARDS

Under the terms of a gift from the Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation, grants are announced to the following members of the Faculty as Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Awards for Distinguished Teaching.

DR. MARK B. ADAMS, history and sociology of science
DR. HOUSTON BAKER, English
DR. ROBERT E. DAVIES, animal biology
DR. JERRY DONOHUE, chemistry
DR. ARON B. FISHER, physiology and medicine
DR. ANNA K. KUHN, German
DR. ALAN JAY SCHWARTZ, anesthesiology
DR. JUDITH A. SMITH, nursing

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

BETH ALLEN, economics: elected Fellow, The Econometric Society
DAVID ANDERSON, English: National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Stipend Award
E. DIGBY Baltzell, sociology: Ira Abrams Award for Distinguished Teaching
PETER BING, classical studies: Fellowship, Hellenic Center, Washington, 1984–85; Alexander von Humboldt Foundation Award for study and research in Germany, 1985
ANDREW BINNS, biology: Presidential Young Investigator’s Award
DAVID B. BROWNLEE, history of art: Founder’s Award, Society of Architectural Historians for best article on the history of architecture
HERBERT Callen, physics: awarded the Creson Medal. Frank Institute
MICHAEL CAVA, chemistry: Guggenheim Fellowship
PETER CONN, English: Guggenheim Fellowship: National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Stipend Award
GEORGE CRUMB, music: Fulbright Fellowship
HORST Daemmrich, German: elected to the Academy of Literary Studies
STEVEN DIAZ, mathematics: National Science Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowship
ROBERT Dyson, anthropology: elected member, the American Philosophical Society
ROBERT ENGS, history: Commonwealth Visiting Professorship, William and Mary College, 1984–85
RENEE C. Fox, sociology: Leo G. Reeder Award for Distinguished Contributions to Medical Sociology, American Sociological Association
ROLAND FRYE, English: elected president, Renaissance Society of America
MASASHI FUGITA, regional science: Erik Kemp Prize for distinguished research
FRANK F. FURSTENBERG, sociology: Distinguished Research Award, Family Planning Council of Southeastern Pennsylvania
DAVID GABAI, mathematics: Postdoctoral Fellowship at Mathematical Science Research Institute, Berkeley, California
HENRY H. GLASSIE, folklore and folklife: Chicago Folklore Prize, 1982–83; elected president. Vernacular Architecture Forum, 1983
CLAUDIA GOLDIN, economics: named editor, Journal of Economic History
WERNER GUNDERSHEIMER, history: named director, Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, D.C.
DAVID HARBAITER, mathematics: Sloan Fellowship
ROBERT HARTWELL, history: American Council of Learned Societies Senior Research Grant
PAUL HEINEY, physics: Presidential Young Investigator’s Award
ARLEIGH Hess, economics: Anvil Award for Distinguished Teaching, Wharton Graduate Division
HENRY HIZ, linguistics: honored by Alfred Jozewsky Foundation for his work on the alethic semantic theory
DANIEL Hoffman, English: The Hazlett Award for Literature
THOMAS Hughes, history and sociology of science: Named Torsten Althin Professor, Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
DELL HYMES, folklore and folklife: elected president of the Consortium of Social Science Association
MICHAEL Katz, history: Fellowship, Shelby Cullom David Center, Princeton University
IGOR KOPITOFS, anthropology: Guggenheim Fellowship
HENRIKA KULICK, history and sociology of science: American Council of Learned Societies Fellowship
WALTER LICHT, history: Ira Abrams Teaching Award
DAVID Ludden, history: Fulbright Fellowship
ALAN MACDIARMID, chemistry: named chemical pioneer by American Institute of Chemists
JUDITH MOFFETT, English: National Endowment for the Arts Creative Writing Fellowship
JACOB Nachmias, psychology: elected to National Academy of Sciences
SAMUEL H. PRESTON, sociology: Guggenheim Fellowship

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE WHARTON SCHOOL

W. Bruce Allen, public policy and management: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
Robert Freeman: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
Jamshed K. S. Ghandhi, finance: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
Howard S. Kaufold, finance: 1984 Anvil Award
John Kimberly, management: John C. Levy Memorial Trustee Award for Administration and Management, 1983.
Peter Lorange, management: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
Kevin Rock, finance: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
Jerry S. Rosenbloom, insurance: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
Arnold J. Rosoff, legal studies and health care systems: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
Anita J. Summers, public policy and management: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
William C. Tyson, legal studies: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award; 1983 Anvil Award
Jerry Wind, marketing: elected to Attitude Research Hall of Fame

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Mildred Cohn, biochemistry and biophysics (emeritus): National Medal of Science
Maurice Hilleman, pediatrics (adjunct): 1983 Albert Lasker Public Service Award: American College of Physicians Richard Hinda Rosenthal Foundation for work in vaccine development
Morton Kligerman, radiation therapy: endowed chair as Henry K. Pancoast Professor of Research Oncology
Gerald Lazarus, dermatology: Montaigne Lecturer Award
Peter Nowell, pathology: Passano Award
James M. Sprague, anatomy (emeritus): elected to National Academy of Science
Marvin E. Steinberg, orthopaedics: Jesse T. Nicholson Award for Best Teacher

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

John L. Bassani, mechanical engineering: Presidential Young Investigators Award
Haim H. Bal, mechanical engineering: Presidential Young Investigators Award
Joseph Bordogna, dean: 1983 Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Education Society Achievement Award
Gershon Buchsbaum, bioengineering: Presidential Young Investigators Award
Elizabeth B. Dussan V., chemical engineering: Guggenheim Fellowship
Douglas A. Lauffenberger, chemical engineering: Presidential Young Investigators Award
Charles J. McMahon, Jr., materials science and engineering: named fellow, Metallurgical Society of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers
Warren D. Seider, chemical engineering: elected Director, American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Jan Van Der Spiegel, electrical engineering: Presidential Young Investigators Award
S. Reid Warren, Jr., electrical engineering (emeritus): elected as Eminent Member, Eta Kappa Nu

THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

Diane C. Adler, Fellow, American Academy of Nursing
Barbara Bates, M.D.: School of Nursing Teaching Award for Excellence in Teaching
Florence S. Down: Elizabeth McWilliams Award for Excellence in Teaching, Sigma Theta Tau
Claire M. Fagan: Distinguished Scholar, American Nurses Association
Barbara Jacobsen: Honorary Member, Sigma Theta Tau
Selma Williams: School of Nursing Teaching Award for Excellence in Teaching

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE LAW SCHOOL

Edward V. Sparer: Harvey Levin Award for Excellence in Teaching (posthumously)

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Louis I. Grossman, Emeritus Professor of Endodontics: elected honorary Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of England
Norton Taichman, pathology: Basic Science Research in Periodontal Disease Award, International Association of Dental Research

THE SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

Ralph L. Brinster, animal biology: 1983 New York Academy of Sciences Award in Biological and Medical Sciences
Lawrence P. Glickman, clinical studies, Philadelphia: Fulbright Fellowship
Phalguni Gupta, clinical studies, New Bolton Center: Leukemia Society Special Fellows Grant
Adrian R. Morrison, animal biology: Guggenheim Fellowship

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Wesley J. Schneyer: Graduate School of Education Award for Excellence in Instruction

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Prizes and Awards

SENIOR CLASS HONOR AWARDS

SPOON: A. David Smith, Jr.
BOWL: David Perl
CANE: Alan Bowser
SAPDE: Robert Wilson, III
ALTHEA K. HOTTEL AWARD: Stephanie Dangel
GAYLORD P. HARNWELL AWARD: Lori Landew
DAVID R. GODDARD AWARD: Karen Glass
R. JEAN BROWNLEE AWARD: Pamela Seidenman

UNDERGRADUATE LEADERSHIP AWARDS

ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS SILVER MEDAL: Stephen Stibler
SOL FEINSTONE UNDERGRADUATE AWARD: Vicki Bernstein ('85), Julie Drizin ('85), Stephanie Dangel ('84), Joseph Killackey ('85);
   Flora Brown ('84), Karen Garvey ('84), Tamar Meekins ('84), Kay Moore ('84), Shaunon Moten ('85), Karen White ('84)
JAMES HOWARD WEISS MEMORIAL AWARD: Gail Silberthau
ALICE PAUL AWARD: Maureen Kane, Bette Kauffman, Susan Keiffer, Tamar Meekins, Wendy Simonds
CLASS OF 1946 AWARD: Janette Scandura
CLASS OF 1915 AWARD: Michael A. Braver
FATHER’S TROPHY: Auretha Fleming

FELLOWSHIPS AND AWARDS

American Thouron Scholars

Alan Bowser, Wharton 1984
Lee Driscoll, College 1984
Larry Hunter, Wharton 1984
Leigh Kimberg, College 1984
Michael Lacovara, College 1984
Frank Luntz, College 1984
Eric Schrode, College 1984
Pamela Seidenman, College 1984
Susan Seifert, Nursing 1984

Rhodes Scholar

Stephanie Dangel

GRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW AWARDS

awarded for excellence in teaching

Andrew Friedland, Geology
Richard Gillespie, History and Sociology of Science
Leah Glickman, Anthropology
Celeste Langan, English
Lisa Lyle, Romance Languages
Michael Marchino, Political Science
Marta Miranda, Romance Languages
Maribel Molyneux, English
Regine Prenzel, German
Michele Proia, Romance Languages
Naomi Rogers, History
Bruce Stanley, International Relations
Steve Vosti, Economics

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

CHARLES W. BURR BOOK PRIZE: Frank Luntz

American Civilization

SENIOR PRIZE: Audrey Silverman

Biology

NEYSA CRISTOL ADAMS AWARD: John C. Magee
MERCK FOUNDATION AWARDS: Mark K. Hirschhorn and Joseph Bernardo

Chemistry

ALPHA CHI SIGMA AWARD: Lisa Casale
THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AWARD: Alan Akiyama
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTS MEDAL: Mark Allen
MERCK AND COMPANY, INC. AWARD: Thomas Margolis
THE PRIESTLY CLUB PRIZE: Ronald Pearlestein
CRC FRESHMAN CHEMISTRY ACHIEVEMENT AWARD: Rajesh Singal
LUKENS AWARD NOMINEE: Andrew Kahn

Classical Studies

THE SENIOR PRIZE: Marian K. Schneider
Stephanie Schwartz

College of General Studies

ASSOCIATION OF ALUMNAE CONTINUING EDUCATION AWARD: Sandra Stoyanoff
RONALD J. CARIDI MEMORIAL AWARD: Karen Yvonne Bird, Nancy Cady Llach

Economics

BERNARD SHANBAUM PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE IN ECONOMICS: Michael D. Mahoney

English

THE SOCIETY OF ALUMNI POETRY PRIZE:
First—Brian Tarnoff
Second—Wendy Simonds
Third—Elizabeth Katz
Honorable Mention—Bing Mark

THE WILLIAM CARLOS WILLIAMS AWARDS OF THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS:
First—Ellen Slack
Second—David Moolten
Third—Alison Byerly
Honorable Mention—Deborah Desires

THE PHI KAPPA SIGMA FICTION PRIZE:
First—Michelle Fost
Second—Jenny Egan
Third—Story Clapp
Honorable Mention—David Biro
Philip Barrish

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES—Continued

THE JUDY LEE PRIZE FOR DRAMATIC WRITING:
First—Glen Holsten
Second—Richard Mesch

THE LILLIAN AND BENJAMIN LEVY AWARD FOR BEST REVIEW:
First—Howard Sherman
Honorable Mention—Suzanne Waters

JOHN L. HANEY PRIZE FOR LITERATURE: Albert C. Wieber

THE HENRY LABARRE JAYNE ENGLISH COMPOSITION PRIZE: Kelly Kiernan, Deanna Kreisel

Geology

THE HENRY DARWIN RODGERS AWARD: Gale Blackmer
William Heins

German

THE HENRIETTA M. KELLER PRIZE: Angelike Fuehrich
THE ADOLPH D. KLARMANN PRIZE: Daniel Landes
Jonathan Levitt
Linda Schmahle

THE AMANDUS JOHNSON SCANDINAVIAN PRIZE: George S. Richards
THE DANIEL B. SHUMWAY PRIZE: Kathryn Edmunds

THE GERMAN SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRIZES: Tiffany Murray
Michele Kasparian

ADOLPH C. GORR-Delta Phi Alpha PRIZE: Amy Markowitz

CARL F. LAUBER PRIZE: Henry Duarte

THE PETRONELLA VAN WEZEL DUTCH PRIZE: Jeske I. Noordergraaf

History

THOMAS COCHRAN PRIZE: Theodore J. Piccone
LYNN CASE PRIZE: John H. Ahtes, III

Mathematics

THE CLASS OF 1880 PRIZE: Nikos Valavanis
David A. Roberts

Music

THE DAVID HALSTEAD MUSIC PRIZE: Ruth Meyer

THE HILDA K. NITZSCHE PRIZE: Haim Pernot

THE PRESSER SCHOLARSHIP: Adam F. Wernick

THE HELEN L. WEISS MUSIC PRIZE: James Ure

Oriental Studies

B'NAI ZION AWARD: Rivka Wasserman

Physics

WILLIAM E. STEPHENS MEMORIAL PRIZE: Martin P. Gelfand

Regional Science

THE SENIOR PRIZE: Janusz Mrozek

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Romance Languages

VITTORINI FUND PRIZES:
Scholarship: Virginia Jewiss
First Prize (for the best essay on Italian Literature)—Michael Magee
Honorable Mention: Miriam Cahn, Loren Grossman and Virginia Jewiss
Second Prize (for excellence in intermediate language courses)—Nancy Berenson, Caroline Langer and Lyn Rosenbleeth
Third Prize (for excellence in first-year Italian)—Lisa Pilosi
Honorable Mention: Alfredo Caputo and Cheryl Federico

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

A. ATWATER KENT PRIZE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING: Kenneth Yigael Goldberg
ALBERT P. GODSHO ENGINEERING PRIZE: Phuc Gia Tran
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AWARD: Sherif Rauf Gobran
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTS’ MEDAL AWARD: Ronald Martin Pearlstein
NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS: Thomas R. Pereles
SOPHOMORE AWARD OF THE DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS: Larry A. Rosen
JUNIOR AWARD OF THE DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS: Mark Robert Pillarella
ANNETTE ESTRADA AWARD, WOMEN’S AUXILIARY, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, PHILADELPHIA SECTION: Timothy Connolly
APPLIED SCIENCE PRIZE: Louis Hamer
CORNELIUS N. WEYGANDT AWARD: William George Hirschberg
DENTAL MEMORIAL PRIZE: Mark Charles Ahlheim
ENGINEERING ALUMNI SOCIETY E. STUART EICHERT, JR. STUDENT AWARD: Patricia Andrea Davis
E. STUART EICHERT JR. MEMORIAL PRIZE: James B. Magee, Steven S. Weiner, Richard C. Wilbur
ENGINEER’S CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA YOUNG ENGINEER AWARD: Carol Deborah Hyde
HUGO OTTO WOLF MEMORIAL PRIZE: Sherif Rauf Gobran, Andrea Kristin Myers, David A. Marchetti, David A. Talton, William George Hirschberg, Daryl Edward Williams, Barry Jay Ingerman, Joseph Carl Anderson
MANFRED ALTMAN MEMORIAL AWARD: David N. Matter
MOORE SCHOOL COUNCIL CWILKA AWARD: Gregory John Kazmierczak
RALPH P. TEETER AWARD IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND APPLIED MECHANICS: Vincent C. Lesch
FRANCIS G. TATNALL PRIZE: George Howard McBlane, Jr.; Sandra Lee Schuhart, Walter Thomas Stecklair
HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION OF PENNSYLVANIA AWARD (GRADUATE): Sandra Horowitz
HENRY J. KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION MERIT AWARDS (GRADUATE): Michael Brodie, Elizabeth Burchell
CHESTER KESSLER AWARD IN MARKETING: Brette Sesnovich
DOUGLAS S. MURRAY PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING (STATISTICS, GRADUATE): Cyrus Mohebbi, Keith Weintraub
PENNSYLVANIA INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AWARD: Marci Segal
ADAM AVERELL ROSS PRIZE (UNDERGRADUATE): Mary Katherine Mullin
ADAM AVERELL ROSS PRIZE (GRADUATE): Mary Katherine Mullin
ROBERT J. SCHWEICH PRIZE IN SECURITY ANALYSIS: Mark S. Cicchun, Marc Rowan, Ray Wilson
HERBERT S. STEUER MEMORIAL PRIZE (JUNIOR): Jean T. Horrow
HERBERT S. STEUER MEMORIAL PRIZE (SENIOR): Robert J. Bryne
HENRY SWEETBAUM FELLOWSHIP: Lisa Halpert

THE WHARTON SCHOOL

BECKER CPA AWARD: Eric Petro
ALBERT A. BERG SCHOLARSHIP AWARD: Matthew S. Farber, Ann I. Kotlar
BETA GAMMA SIGMA (GRADUATE): Franco Quillico
BETA GAMMA SIGMA (UNDERGRADUATE): Robert J. Byrne
J. PARKER BURSK MEMORIAL PRIZE (STATISTICS): Yong-Tai Tsai
ELIAS B. COHEN PRIZE (INSURANCE): Russell Sutter
PENNSYLVANIA INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AWARD: Marci Segal
ADAM AVERELL ROSS PRIZE (UNDERGRADUATE): Scott Heyman
ADAM AVERELL ROSS PRIZE (GRADUATE): Mary Katherine Mullin
ROBERT J. SCHWEICH PRIZE IN SECURITY ANALYSIS: Mark S. Cicchun, Marc Rowan, Ray Wilson
HERBERT S. STEUER MEMORIAL PRIZE (JUNIOR): Jean T. Horrow
HERBERT S. STEUER MEMORIAL PRIZE (SENIOR): Robert J. Bryne
HENRY SWEETBAUM FELLOWSHIP: Lisa Halpert

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
The Wharton Evening School

CHI ALPHA PHI SORORITY AWARD: Nancy Beth Warsinger
SIGMA KAPPA PHI FRESHMAN CUP AWARD: Dorothea Shover
SIGMA KAPPA PHI JUNIOR CUP AWARD: Nancy Beth Warsinger
CLASS OF 1937 AWARD: Darlene Latta, Harriet Schnitzer
CLASS OF 1969 AWARD: Raydell Fisher, Susan Rogers
Pi Delta Epsilon Award: Randall Moyet
CLASS OF 1992 ADMINISTRATIVE AWARD: Scott Tennant, Patricia Dugan
LOUIS RUDOLPH CPA ACCOUNTING AWARD: Virginia Roberts
WHARTON EVENING SCHOOL ALUMNI SOCIETY AWARD: Scott Tennant
WILLIAM R. HOCKENBERRY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD: Barbara M. Tierney
CLASS OF 1972 AWARD: Gerard O'Connell
CHI ALPHA PHI SORORITY MEMORIAL AWARD: Loretta A. Gestite
CLASS OF 1974 BBA AWARD: Earlene Ford
CLASS OF 1975 MANAGEMENT AWARD: Stephen Mansfield
THOMAS K. MULDOWNEY AWARD: Denise Guarino, Deborah Schultz
ROBERT L. MACDONALD SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD: Mary Louise Day
CLASS OF 1977 ECONOMICS AWARD: Patricia Rafter
CLASS OF 1980 MARKETING AWARD: Gary Breder
CLASS OF 1983 AWARD: John Russel

THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

THE NIGHTINGALE AWARD: Kelly Brennan
THE JOAN ETHEL HUEBNER MEMORIAL AWARD: Nora Doherty
THE THERESA I. LYNCH AWARD: Marianne Shaughnessy
THE DOROTHY A. MERENESS AWARD: Evelyn Desmond
THE DEAN'S AWARD: Sarah Jencks

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

E. HOWELL SMITH AWARD IN PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY: James Vincent Altieri
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF STOMATOLOGIC SURGEONS AWARD: Mary Ellen Azar
THE HENRY M. GOLDMAN AWARD IN PATHOLOGY: Mary Ellen Azar
THE LOUIS I. GROSSMAN AWARD IN ENDOdontICS: Mary Ellen Azar
INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE OF DENTISTS AWARD: Howard Justin Barsky
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ORAL SURGERY AND MAXILLOFACIAL SURGEONS AWARD: Joseph Bruce Bavitz
ACADEMY OF DENTAL MATERIALS AWARD: Joseph Bruce Bavitz
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ENDOodontISTS AWARD: Jeffrey David Bennett
THE DRABKIN MEMORIAL PRIZE FOR RESEARCH IN BIOCHEMISTRY: Bryan J. Boosz
ACADEMY OF OPERATIVE DENTISTRY AWARD: Peter Chin
COLUMBIA DENTO-FORM CORPORATION AWARD: Stephen John Chu
AMERICAN DENTAL SOCIETY OF ANESTHESIOLOGY AWARD: Mitchell Glenn Cohen
PENNSYLVANIA STATE DENTAL SOCIETY AWARD: Mark Bryant Derosiers
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DENTAL RADIOLOGY AWARD: Jay Dubin
ACADEMY OF DENTISTRY FOR THE HANDICAPPED AND SPECIAL PATIENTS AWARD: Keith Lawrence Dunoff
THE HENRY B. ROBINSON AWARD IN RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY: Donna Lisa Galante
ACADEMY OF GENERAL DENTISTRY AWARD: John Anthony Gawlik
THE QUINTESSENCE AWARD IN PERIODONTICS: John Anthony Gawlik
GEORGE BRONKOVIC SERVICE AWARD: David Aaron Goodman
C. V. MOSBY BOOK AWARD: Wanda Celeste Gordon
ABRAM COHEN AWARD IN PERIODONTICS: Pamela Gayle Jensen-Doray
ALPHA OMEGA SCHOLARSHIP AWARD: Pamela Gayle Jensen-Doray
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ORAL PATHOLOGY AWARD: Pamela Gayle Jensen-Doray
THE CAELUS AWARD IN GENERAL DENTISTRY: Pamela Gayle Jensen-Doray
THE J. GEORGE COSLET AWARD IN PERIODONTICS: Pamela Gayle Jensen-Doray
THE PHARMACOLOGY/PHYSIOLOGY PRIZE: Pamela Gayle Jensen-Doray
MORTON AMSTERDAM AWARD IN PERIODONTICS: Pamela Gayle Jensen-Doray
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PERIODONTOLOGY AWARD: Louis Peter Kenyon
PHILADELPHIA COUNTY DENTAL SOCIETY AWARD: Steven William Kiecleski
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ORTHODONTICS AWARD: Eric John LePine

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
DR. EARLE BANKS HOYT TEACHING AWARD: Eric John LePine
NORTHEASTERN SOCIETY OF PERIODONTISTS, INC. AWARD: Eric Mitchell Levine
CRYER SOCIETY AWARD IN ORAL MEDICINE: Harold M. Levy
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN DENTISTS AWARD: Jane Miller-Levinson
THE QUINTESSENCE AWARD IN RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY: Gary Michael Nassif
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF DENTISTRY FOR CHILDREN AWARD: Steven Jeffrey Platt
ADRIAN R. AND REGINA DRISTELLER PRIZE IN RADIOLOGY: Richard Dean Riddle, II
THE MARTIN J. LOEB LEADERSHIP AWARD: Richard Dean Riddle, II
C. V. MOSBY BOOK AWARD: Matthew Marc Segal
THEODOR BLUM ORAL SURGERY AWARD: Brian David Simpson
PIERRE FAUCHARD STUDENT AWARD: Gregory Stephens
C. V. MOSBY BOOK AWARD: Carl Henry Voss, Jr.
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF GOLD FOIL OPERATORS AWARD: David George Winkelried
DR. MORRIS BRADIN AWARD IN PERIODONTICS: Michael Stewart Zola

Dental Hygiene

ALUMNI AWARD: Kathleen Sara McAdoo
CLINIC AWARD: Janet Bernstein
C. J. HOLLISTER AWARD: Judy Paolillo
DIRECTOR’S AWARD: Christine Marie Gerwels
FACULTY AWARD: Kathleen Sara McAdoo
SIGMA PHI ALPHA AWARD: Christine Marie Gerwels, Paula Grant, Janet Bernstein

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

PHI DELTA KAPPA AWARD: Margaret Mary Mulqueen
PI LAMBDA THETA AWARD, ETA CHAPTER:
Elementary Education—Carolyn B. Bunn
Secondary Education—Amy Celantano
PI LAMBDA THETA AWARD, PHILADELPHIA AREA CHAPTER:
Christopher R. Schuck (Secondary)
WILLIAM E. ARNOLD AWARD: Martha Waring-Chaffee
JOHN HARRISON MINNICK AWARD: Elizabeth Abbe

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Class of 1934

OFFICERS
President: Robert W. Fitzmaurice
Vice President: R. Jean Brownlee
Secretary: Alvin W. Race
Treasurer: Joseph H. Barber

PAST ALUMNI CLASS PRESIDENTS
George M. Rosengarten '34-'41
C. Tracy Taylor '41-'47
Eugene E. DeVol '47-'49
Robert C. Alexander '49-'52
Stanley A. Yocom '52-'54
George A. MacFarland, Jr. '54-'59
Arthur D. Baker, Jr. '59-'64
W. G. S. Savage, Jr. '64-'69
Robert E. Baker '69-'74
John F. Slack '74-'79

ANNUAL GIVING
Chairman: Maurice Laub
Class Agents: Anthony E. Feil
Robert W. Fitzmaurice
Mrs. Theresa G. Magarigal
Charles B. Maits, Jr.
Henry Clay Smith

50TH REUNION GENERAL CHAIRMAN
George W. Magee, Jr.

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Events Following Commencement

Graduates will receive their diplomas as indicated below immediately following Commencement or as noted. Families and friends are welcome.

The College of Arts and Sciences
Diplomas: 100 Logan Hall
Luncheon: Superblock Plaza, under tents

The College of General Studies: Reception, Harrison-Smith-Penniman Rooms, Houston Hall

The School of Engineering and Applied Science
Undergraduate Diplomas: Ceremony, Harrison Auditorium, University Museum (entrance via 33rd Street)
Graduate Diplomas: Ceremony, Alumni Hall, Towne Building
Reception: West Lawn, Towne Building

The Wharton School (undergraduate)
Diplomas: Suite 1053 Steinberg Hall-Dietrich Hall
Reception: Stouffer Dining Hall

The Wharton Evening School
Diplomas: Suite 1100 Steinberg Hall-Dietrich Hall
Reception: Stouffer Recreation Room, 37th and Spruce Streets, 12:45 to 3:30 p.m.

The Wharton Graduate Division
Ceremony: Civic Center Auditorium, 3 p.m.
Reception: 1920 Dining Commons

The School of Nursing: Records Office, Nursing Education Building, Room 474

The Graduate Faculties: School of Arts and Sciences, Club Room, Faculty Club (A.M., M.S., Ph.D.) All others to their respective school functions

The School of Medicine: Ceremony, Irvine Auditorium, 4 p.m.

The Law School: At the school, 1:30 p.m.

The Graduate School of Fine Arts: Reception, Fine Arts Plaza, Meyerson Hall

The School of Dental Medicine: Irvine Auditorium, 12:30 p.m.

The School of Veterinary Medicine: Zellerbach Theatre, Annenberg Center, 2:30 p.m.

The Graduate School of Education: Ceremony, International House

The School of Social Work: Harrison Auditorium, University Museum, 3 p.m. (entrance via 33rd Street)

The Annenberg School of Communications: 3440 Market Street, Conference Room, 3rd floor, 2:30 p.m.

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
The Commencement Marshals

Audrey C. Bedford
Arthur A. Brennan, Jr.
Emily P. Cabot
Richard M. Carter
Andrew J. Condon
Nicholas D. Constan
Ambrose Davis
Steven R. Derby
Douglas R. Dickson
Jeannie F. Dissette
Ann J. Duffield
Karen Freedman
Peggy Gelber
Stephen Goff
Lloyd S. Herrick
Michel T. Huber
Carole W. Karsch
Carol J. Kontos
George S. Koval
Edwin M. Ledwell, Jr., Chief Marshal
Gail C. Levin
Robert G. Lorndale
Denise R. McGregor
Mary Ann Meyers, Mace Bearer
James H. Robinson
Penny C. Rubincam
Albert F. Russo
Carroll Anne Sheppard
Kevin Vaughan
Francine F. Walker
Joann V. White
James H. Whitmoyer
Thomas T. Winant

The ushers are members of the Kite and Key Society, the undergraduate service organization founded in 1924. Their participation is coordinated by Erica A. Abel, College '86.

Academic Honor Awards

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.